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RURAL HEALTH RETREAT,
ST. HELENA, CAL.
THE NATURAL SURROUNDINGS
F THIS Retreat equal those of any other health resort. Across the valley lies the Sonoma Mountain Range,
breaking the sea breeze, and shielding the Retreat from the chilling atmosphere of the coast, and presenting a
safeguard against catarrh and lung diseases. The grandeur of its mountain ranges, with shrubby canons lying in
beauty at their feet, the famous Mt. St. Helena rearing its lofty head to the clouds, the grassy plain lying beneath, ,
reflecting the sunbeams like a grand mirror in the valley below, all lend enchantment to the scene.

Malaria is a Stranger at the Retreat,
And in all this beautiful valley. In fact, the purity of the air, on this hill-side and in the upper valley, is a great aid in the
treatment of malaria, and diseases of head, throat and lungs, producing a healthy circulation through mucous passages.

Our Remedial Measures Include
All forms of Baths, by vapor, air, water, electricity, heat and sunlight • Galvanic and Faradic Electricity, Swedish Movements, Massage, Dumb-bells, Indian Clubs, Free-hand Exercises, Mechanical Appliances, and Exercises for Development of
Lungs, Vital Organs, and Muscular System, restoring and increasing Nervous Energy, and equalizing Circdlation. Appliances for treatment of Eye, Ear, Nasal, Throat and Lung Diseases. Bad cases of Piles, Prolapsus of Rectum Fissure, Fistula-in-Ano, Consumption, Epilepsy, Asthma, Dyspepsia, Enlargement of Liver and Spleen, Abscess of Liver, Constipation, Diseases of Kidneys, Bladder and Genito-Urinary Organs, Varicocele, Impotency, Nocturnal Losses, Spermatorrhcea,
Uterine Displacements, Uterine and Ovarian Tumors, Cancers, Nervous Diseases, and Paralysis are successfully treated at
the Retreat.

The Physician

Is not a blind devotee to any exclusive " pathy; " has no " pet theories " to follow to the exclusion of the advancing knowledge of Hygienics and Therapy. He employs no patent nostrums, nor countenances quackery in any form. Cures are
usually made without resort to medicine. Especial inducement is offered to all females suffering with ailments peculiar to
their sex.

Lectures

Are given in the parlor on the subjects of Physiology, Disease, Health and Hygiene, showing how to obtain and retain
health ; and that a multitude of ailments can be cured by proper attention to our habits and judicious treatment.

All Classes May Be Benefited
By stopping at the Retreat. Professional men, Judges, Lawyers, Ministers, or Doctors, suffering from over mental exertion,
will find this an excellent place for relaxation. Business men, exhausted mentally and physically by too close application to
business, will find Crystal Springs an excellent place to recuperate. Are you troubled with constant thought of your
ailments, a dread of life, or fear of death?, remember that these, are symptoms of disordered nerves, deranged stomach,
liver, and other digestive organs, that may be cured and leave you easy and happy. Come to
•

Crystal Springs,

Where the treatment invigorates you, gives you a light heart, a quiet stomach, and a cheerful countenance. Come, and we
will do you good. Especial attention is given to the treatment of

Chronic Diseases.
New facilities are constantly being added to make this a most desirable and efficient, as it now is one of the most
natural and healthful Winter Resorts in America. On our grounds Geraniums, Verbenas, and Callas bloom in the open air
all winter ; and just above our buildings, on the hill-side, we have an orchard of Orange, Lemon, Olive and Fig-trees.
While the Chief Object of this institution is to afford a Sanitarium for those in need of Hygienic and Surgical Treatment, ample means is provided for the entertainment of boarders and order-loving pleasure seekers. There are walks in
the shady groves, drives, a spacious croquet ground, swings, hammocks, etc., etc. We are only twelve miles from the
famous petrified forest, to which parties may make a nice trip almost any day. While a "radical table " may be furnished to
patients whose ailments require a prescribed diet, we have a "wholesome and liberal table " for such as may desire to spend
a few weeks or months in recreation and receive benefit from rest and breathing this mountain air, the evenness and purity
of which are unsurpassed.
Before you conclude to go to some other place, where " rare mineral waters" are offered, come and see for yourself
this beautiful Resort, with water pure as crystal.
Persons desirous of knowing whether their case is one of probable cure can ascertain by addressing RURAL. HEALTH
RETREAT. All questions cheerfully answered.
EXPENSES:
Rooms with Board, Regular Treatment,
$12 to $20 per Week.
without Treatment,
6 to 12
"
Specially favorable terms for families, and others, by the month. Some rooms:in cottages can be furnished at reduced
rates. Office treatment and surgical operations extra.
Ater Persons sending notice previously will be met at the St. Helena Depot by a carriage from the Retreat. Cost of
miles, passengers, 5o cents each. Trunks, 25 cents each. Hand parcels free.
the tItip,

For Further Particulars address: RURAL HEALTH RETTE AT,
ST. HELENA, CAL.
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EDITED EY A COMMITTEE.
EDUCATION is a better safeguard of liberty than
a standing army.—Everett.
THE almost universal cause of dyspepsia is eating too fast, too often, and too much.—Long L.
THE youth becomes a man the very day he begins.to feel uneasy at the idea of being dependent
on another.—Hall.
" HE that is slow to anger is better than the
mighty; and he that ruleth his spirit than he that
taketh a city." Prov. 16 : 32.
THE thinnest veil or silk handkerchief thrown
over the face while riding or walking against a cold
wind is a remarkably comfortable protection.—Sel.
LIFE is warmth, growth, repair, and power to labor, and all these are derived from the food we eat
and the fluid we drink, and these should be good.
IF a man empties his purse into his head, no
man can take it away from him. An investment
in knowledge always pays the best interest.—

Franklin.
THE portion of the body which most requires
protection against cold and wind, is that between
the shoulder blades behind, as it is at this point
the lungs are attached to the body, and the blood
is easily chilled.—Hall.
THAT old man? what disappointments he has
encountered in his long journey! what bright
hopes blasted, what sorrows felt, what agonies endured ! How many loved ones he has covered up
in the grave! And that old woman too! husband
dead, children all buried or far away, life's flowers
faded, the friends of her youth no more, and she
waiting to go soon! Ought we ever to miss an opportunity of showing attention to the aged, of proffering a kindness, or lighting up a smile, by a courteous act or a friendly deed ?—Hall.
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THE CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD.
" For the life of all flesh is the blood thereof." Lev.
17 14.

THE great truth here declared by Moses was
not discovered by the researches of science until
more than three thousand years after his time,
when a celebrated English physician named Harvey, in the year 1619, demonstrated the fact that
the blood circulates through the body, carrying life
to every part. Clear as this case seemed to him,
he did not dare to publish his belief for several
years, so great was the opposition to such a theory.
When, at last, he did declare this truth, he was
bitterly persecuted, and his practice greatly decreased. He himself testified that no man over
forty years of age then accepted his theory. He
lived, however, to see it quite generally believed,
and his own fame proclaimed.
One of the curious conceptions of the ancients
was that the arteries of the body were air passages,
by means of which that vitalizing element was conveyed to every part of the body.
The blood has been by some writers denominated "liquid flesh." It is really more than that,
as it contains the material from which all the organs of the body are built up. It is the fluid of
the body by means of which the material for construction and repair is carried to every organ.
The blood itself is composed of a thin, colorless
liquid called plasma, which is filled with red discs
invisible to the naked eye. It is said that it would
take 3,500 of them laid side by side, or 18,000
piled up flatwise, to measure an inch. These
discs are continually forming and dying in the
blood, at the rate of 20,000,000 every breath.
The plasma of the blood is rich in material for
building up the bones and muscles, while the red
discs contain the oxygen which is so essential in
tearing down and burning up the waste or wornout tissue, and stimulating the new tissue which
replenishes the old. The amount of blood in an
average-sized human body is said to be eighteen
pounds, or not far from three gallons, and this
blood makes the entire circuit of the body about
once in two minutes.
There is not a movement of the body, not even
a wink of the eye, but that is accomplished at the
expense of destruction of some of the tissues of the
vital economy. Thus the very process of life in
the human body may be called a process of death;
and, strange as it may sound, the more rapidly
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this process goes on, the sooner fresh tissue re- close with the rushing in and out of the blood.
places the old and worn-out, the more health and Thus the ventricles by their alternate contraction
strength we possess.
and expansion, act very much on the principle of
The organs used for the circulation of the blood a force-pump; the blood runs into the heart from
are the heart, the arteries, the capillaries, and the the veins, and is forced out again through the arteveins. The heart is the grand central engine of ries, as is illustrated in the accompanying cut.
the human body, which propels the blood to all
From the right ventricle of the heart (2) the
parts of the system. It is situated in the chest, dark, impure blood is forced into the pulmonary
somewhat to the left of the middle line of the artery (3), and its branches (4, 5) carry the blood
body, and is suspended to the spinal column in to the left and right lung. In the capillary vessels
the upper part of the chest by the blood-vessels (6, 6) of the lungs, the blood becomes pure, or of
and ligaments connected with its upper portion. a red color, and is returned to the left auricle of
the heart (9) by the veins (7, 8). From the left
auricle the pure blood passes into the left ventricle
(x o). By a forcible contraction of the left ventricle of the heart, the blood is thrown into the aorta
(u). Its branches (12, 13, 13) carry the pure
blood to every organ or part of the body. The
divisions and sub-divisions of the aorta terminate
in capillary vessels, represented by 14, 14. 'In
these hair-like vessels the blood takes up the effete
and worn-out particles of the system, which render
it dark colored and impure, and it is thus returned
to the right auricle of the heart (I) by the vena
cava descendens (x5), and the vena cava ascendens
(x6). The tricuspid valves (i7) prevent the reflow of the blood from the right ventricle to the
right auricle. The semilunar valves (x8) prevent
the blood passing from the pulmonary artery to the
right ventricle. The mitral valves (19) prevent
the reflow of the blood from the left ventricle to
the left auricle. The semilunar valves (20) prevent the reflow of blood from the aorta to the left
ventricle.
It extends downward, forward, and slightly to
the left, behind the breast-bone, this being the
place where it is felt beating against its extreme
left and lower point. It is encased in an inclosing
membrane called the pericardium. This contains
a small quantity of watery-like fluid, so that the
heart actually floats in a liquid, and does not rest
firmly upon any hard surface.

All will readily see at once the importance of
maintaining a healthy circulation of pure blood to
all parts of the system; for when the blood circulates properly with its lading of nutrition, there will
be health in all the organs. Perfect circulation of
the blood is health.
J. N. L.

THE faster a man runs, the sooner he will reach
the end of the race; so the faster a man lives, the
The heart contains four compartments, two sooner he will reach the end of his life.
right, and two left, called auricles and ventricles.
The right is called the venous and the left the
SLOTH makes all things difficult, but industry all
arterial side of the heart. The right ventricle pro- easy. He that riseth late must trot all day, and
pels the blood only to the lungs, while the left ven- shall scarcely overtake his business at night; while
tricle sends it to all parts of the body except the laziness travels so slowly that poverty soon overlungs. The heart contains valves that open and takes him.—Franklin.

AND TEMPERANCE ADVOCATE.
MAL-ALIMENT VS. MAL-ARIA.

MRS. CLARKE had not felt well for a long time.
Mr. Clarke was also weak and ailing, and John,
fortunately the only child of this miserable father
and mother, was in constant disgrace, owing to an
irritability of temper which was regarded by some
as nothing short of total depravity. John snarled
and sniveled all day, and as regularly as the dead
of night arrived, he was accustomed to rouse the
neighborhood with fits of shrieking which lasted as
long as his lungs would hold out, and for which
there seemed no cause and no cure. " See that
the child has proper and abundant food," the physician told the anxious mother, "and keep him
out-of-doors as much as possible." And so Mrs.
Clarke stood by the moulding-board day after day,
and made biscuits and pies and cake and dumplings, in order that her sickly son should have the
kind of food which his capricious appetite demanded. There were very few housekeepers, she
told herself, who, feeling as she did, would think
they could sit up even, much less stand over a hot
stove and cool all day.
Mr. Clarke's appetite was capricious too, and
Mrs. Clarke had been brought up with what she
considered a wholesome horror of " baker's stuff,"
and "slops," as she designated the various kinds of
cereals so much in use among sensible people. It
was Mrs. Clarke's frequently expressed opinion
that the folks who ate oatmeal and milk for breakfast, did so because they were too lazy or too penurious to make biscuits or griddle-cakes, or the
thousand and one indigestible concoctions for
which this housekeeper was distinguished. So
Mrs. Clarke grew steadily thinner and paler, and
at last was obliged to take her moulding-board into
her lap, and sit down to fry the rich, crispy doughnuts which her husband and son were so fond of.
But what family of respectability could go without
doughnuts? Suppose visitors should arrive, and
there were no doughnuts, no pie, no fruit-cake in
the house ! Mrs. Clarke shuddered as she thought
of such a calamity, but the thought of the good
things stowed away in stone jars, or reposing under
perforated covers, brought a smile to her pale lips,
and strengthened her arm for the transmission of
another pound of lard to the frying-pan.
Mrs. Clarke had once taken tea with the minister's wife. It was her first and last visit. " Just
think !" she said, " stale bread—it must certainly
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have been two days old at the very least—and one
kind of cake, or rather sugar gingerbread, and that
was stale, too 1"
Mrs. Clarke always omitted to speak of the plentiful supply of luscious strawberries and cream, the
generous slices of rare roast beef, and the nicelycooked oatmeal which always furnished the minister's supper. Mrs. Clarke admitted that the minister's sermons were good, "but how," she remarked,
" he ever preaches on that stuff is a mystery to
me."
There were no bisCuit, no fruit-cake, no angel or
pound cake. no pickles, no salad, and, consequently, there was nothing fit to eat on the minister's tea-table.
It hardly seems credible that in this enlightened
period of this enlightened age there can be such
gross ignorance in regard to the simplest hygienic
principles; but it is a sad fact that Mrs. Clarke is
the type of a very large class.
Mrs. Clarke could not see any reason why stale
bread should be more easily digested than soda and
cream-of-tartar biscuits fresh from the oven. She
had graduated from a ladies' seminary, too, and
ought to know something about chemistry, to say
nothing of the difference between a wad of dough
in the stomach and the same amount of properly
seasoned bread. Mr. Clarke was especially fond of
a piece of mince pie before going to bed. Mrs.
Clarke's mince pies were her pride and delight.
Meissonier could not be more enthusiastic over a
newly finished picture than was Mrs. Clarke over a
batch of mince pies—crust flaky and tender, and
white as snow; butter and suet and lard rolled in
and pressed down till the conglomerated grease
oozed from every pore. Mr. Clarke was so fond of
mince pies that he had been known to eat a half a
one before going to bed, and the singular part of it
was that he was never known to associate pie with
the racking headache that brought him late to business in the morning. Headache was generally over
by dinner-time, and another half pie furnished the
gentleman's dessert.
Mrs. Clarke used sometimes to send her pies out
to poison the neighborhood, but she was barely
able to crawl about now, and Mr. Clarke and John
looked like walking skeletons. John did not
scream so long at these midnight carousals as before, but he fainted away instead. One day John
ate lobster salad and griddle-cakes for his supper,
and that night his swoon was so protracted that
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Mr. Clarke was obliged to call the doctor. This
gentleman had had a hard week's work, and his eyes
were glued together with sleep, and, as is sometimes the case with medical men, he neglected to
ask the definite question which would have speedily settled the whole business.
There can be but one explanation of this apparent neglect. Physicians take common sense for
granted. It was certainly not in the realm of supposition that a mother, anxious to distraction about
her child, should feed him on lobster salad and
griddle-cakes, but this is just what she had done,
and so sure was she of the propriety of this kind of
food that it never occurred to her to speak of it.
"The boys vitality is shockingly low," the doctor
said. " Give him beef and milk, and whatever his
appetite craves." Carte blanche again, though the
doctor would have been more shocked than anyone had he had the slightest glimmering of an idea
how this last clause would be construed. Then
followed some earnest inquiries in regard to the
cause of their illness, and this benighted family at
last discovered that the insidious foe, malaria, was
at the bottom of all this misery.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarke and their little boy are not
fictitious characters, neither are their cases exaggerated in the slightest degree. They drag out miserable existences in a country village not many miles
away, and will continue to groan and suffer until
some acute disease attacks the debilitated systems,
and puts an end to pie-crust and fruit-cake.
It is astonishing how much malaria is now responsible for. Headache, lassitude, creeping chills,
etc., etc., must mean malaria, and yet anybody
knows, who knows anything, that an improperly
treated stomach will develop every disease known
among men. A sensible patient will understand
what a physician means when he says, " Eat plenty
of nourishing food." But what of the numerous
Mr. and Mrs. Clarkes who consider nourishing food
to mean whatever is richest and most elaborate in
material and most difficult to combine ?
There is hardly a spot in our beautiful New
England, now, that cannot produce more or less
of a malarial record. Science has no reason to
give for such a change in climatic influences. The
plow disturbs the earth no more than it did a
dozen years ago, and then New England was a
veritable sanitarium.
Farmers are not as strong as they used to be.
Farmers' wives have less " spring " and more

" nerves " than their mothers had. Once colds
were comparatively unknown to farmers' children,
and now diphtheria and scarlet fever are almost as
common in the country as in the crowded city.
How encouraging it would be to know how much
illness is attributed to changes of climate and poisonous gases, and how much to improper food and
overwork ! Saleratus bread, fried pork, pies, and
doughnuts, have been the staple fare of generations
of New Englanders. Anything that can be made
of sour milk or " skim milk," is welcomed as an
acquisition to the bill of fare. Cream goes to
butter, and butter buys the sugar and flour of the
family. All the milk must be " set," and all the
blue liquid which remains after the cream is taken
off, is generally considered good enough for the
children.
The inference seems logical that such food must
in time produce legitimate results. Why attribute
all physical ills to malaria, while such food continues to poison the blood and undermine the constitutions of this hard-working class of people !
Exceptions to this style of living are as refreshing as they are rare. The writer, not long ago, was
caught in a shower and compelled to seek shelter
in a farm-house. A comely, rosy-cheeked woman
was serving the evening meal. Three bright-eyed,
healthy children were eating graham bread and
huckleberries and milk. There was graham bread
for the father and mother, plenty of berries, a
foaming pitcher of milk, some cold corned beef,
and a deep dish of cracked wheat.
This was a revelation. Impossible not to ask
what it meant.
" Well, you see I have read and studied considerably," the farmer's wife replied, " and I have
tried to use my eyes. The result is that I have
found out that some things are nutritious and some
things are poisonous. There is the greatest talk
about malaria in this neighborhood, but I don't
take the least stock in it. To my mind, the trouble
all comes from the stuff the folks eat. I haven't a
single healthy neighbor, and I hardly think you
would believe me if I were to tell you the abuse I
am obliged to put up with on account of my way
of living. My children are starved!—they look
like it, don't they? My husband has to go to the
field and work all day on water gruel! and my
visitors never have enough to eat because I will not
run the risk of sickness by making pies and cake
and such stuff ! I sell considerable butter, but I
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fore there fell upon him the depressing influence
and the blight and mildew of the curse. And there
is so close a connection between matter and mind,
that when we consider him intellectually, we are
carried up in contemplation of what an intellect
might have been, unbalanced by the extremes incident to the curse, and the depraving and depressing influence of continued transgression, until we
are well-nigh lost in conjecture. We behold happy
Adam, in holy Eden, walking and talking with
God, the great originator of thought, and comBIBLE HYGIENE.
muning face to face with his Son, and with the
"Godliness is profitable unto all things, having promise holy angels. He is now the companion of the
of the life that now is, and of that which is to come." t Tim. highest order of intelligences. Has man been pro4:8.
gressing for six thousand years? Verily, downTHE record of man's creation, of his ample pro- ward, downward!
visions, and his glorious surroundings, fully attests
We have only to look back to our parents as
the love of God to created intelligences in this life. they were in the strength of the noon of life, and
" And the Lord God formed man of the dust of to our grandparents, as their still nobler frames
the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath were bowed with the weight of years, to be imof life; and man became a living soul. And the pressed with the fact that each successive generaLord God planted a garden eastward in Eden; tion suffers under greater physical feebleness than
and there he put the man whom he had formed. the one before it. This is especially true of AmerAnd out of the ground made the Lord God to grow ican women. It has finally come to this, that by
every tree that is pleasant to the sight, and good reason of artificial habits and in-door life, and confor food." Gen. 2 : 7-9.
sequent feebleness, not one woman in ten in our
Of all the creatures God made, man was his country is capable of bearing a well-developed offbest work. He was formed in the image of his spring.
Creator, to be lord of the work of his hands. PhysAnd while we admit that, in the providence of
ically considered, Adam must have been very God, the present is an age of discovery and invengrand. " God saw everything that he had made, tion, in many things necessary to the very existence
and, behold, it was very good." This was true of of the present enfeebled generation, we regard the
the first man in its highest sense, intellectually and popular idea of the increase of the mental strength
physically. Adam and his sons lived nearly one of the race at war with sound philosophy and the
thousand years. And may we not suppose that facts in the case.
the race has fallen off in size and physical strength,
" But what will you do with the text," says
in proportion to the period of existence ? Noah some old fogy who has for a quarter of a century
lived nine hundred and fifty years. Of necessity been dreaming of the golden age of mental profor a time he and his sons ate flesh for food, and gression, "that declares that every generation grows
from that point of time rapidly declined in length weaker and wiser ? " We reply that the sacred
of days. The original curse, with all its accumu- Scriptures have no such text. This saying can
lated weight of transgression and violation of nat- only be found in the chapters of those maxims that
ural law, has bowed down the race, and caused are about one-half true and the other half false.
man to dwindle to his present brief period of ex- Facts compel us to admit the weakness of the presistence, marked with disease, decrepitude, and im- ent generation, and to seriously question its subecility.
perior wisdom. Those who have listened to the
With this view of the subject, we see man in words of the eloquent Wendell Phillips in his lectEden, standing in the glory of his manhood, a ure upon the " Lost Arts," have been impressed with
grand specimen of the perfect work of God. Earth the fact that wisdom has not been reserved to the
has long since forgotten the grandeur, perfection present generation.
of symmetry, and the beauty of the first man, be" A sound mind in a sound body," is a maxim

always keep the milk of one cow for my family.
So we have all the milk and cream we want."
Never was better bread made than the graham
loaf, and nothing in the whole realm of possible
good things could have been more delicious than
the cracked wheat and cream so generously set before me.
This family may yet be attacked with malaria,
but it is certainly not among the probabilities.—
Eleanor Kirk.

•
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worthy of a place in the writings of Moses, Solomon, or Paul. Natural and correct habits of life
result in health, physical force, mental clearness,
and mental strength. Artificial and incorrect habits always tend to physical and mental enfeeblement.
We call in question the sanity of those writers who
blow hot and cold, in first representing that the
bad habits of the present generation are ruinous to
body and soul, to physical, mental, and moral
strength; and then, by way of change in the exercises, strike up the popular siren song of grand
progression!
But we turn from this sad picture to contemplate
the first man. God in love created him to enjoy
the delights of taste, and to feast the eye with the
beautiful. Then his senses were perfect. " And
out of the ground made the Lord God to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight, and goad for
food." Gen. 2 : 9. The God of the Bible is the
author of all that is really beautiful; and we please
him best when we, in a restricted sense, love that
which he has made lovely.
The great 'God has prepared a feast for the sight
as well as for the taste. We should labor for the
proper indulgence of both. The thousands who
build large pig-pens and extensive hen-parks, and
grumble over the labor and expense of the sweet
adornments of flowers, shrubs, evergreens, and ornamental trees, are hardly in speaking distance of
the Christian's beautiful Heaven. But, thank God,
we may not only feast the eye with the beauties of
nature, but by returning to more natural habits of
eating and 'drinking, we may educate and restore
the appetite in the use of simple yet nutritious diet,
so as to enjoy much of the original delights of taste.
With the present enjoyments of sanctified sight
and taste, of the good things which God has made
for the happiness of men, we look back over six
thousand years of transgression of divine and
natural law, during which time the curse has been
rending the earth, man has been degenerating, and
moral darkness, like the pall of death, has enveloped groaning creation, and exclaim, What must
have been the delights of Eden before sin entered!
But we call special attention to Adam's bill of
fare, And God said, Behold, I have given you every herb bearing seed, which is upon the face of
all the earth, and every tree, in the which is the
fruit of a tree yielding seed; to you it shall be for
meat." Gen. I : 29. The word meat in this passage means simply food.

Our good Bible does not record the flesh of animals as constituting an important part of Adam's
bill of fare. In fact, it is entirely left out. As true
as the book of Genesis, that first venerable gentleman, who lived nine hundred and thirty years,
without either the dyspepsia or the gout, was a vegetarian.—Elder James White, in Health Reformer,
1871.
PURE BLOOD, AND HOW TO HAVE IT.

A GREAT many people talk a great deal about
impure blood, and about humors. We imagine
they often have very curious ideas in regard to the
blood. Some persons are very sure their blood is
of a better quality than that which mankind in
general is supplied with, and, in consequence, they
are very proud of their blood. They do not manifest particular pride in their noses or their eyes,
but their blood is very aristocratic.
Well, there is no disputing the fact that blood is
a good thing to start in life with, in fact, quite an
essential thing, if we expect to perform any very
prominent part in life. Being so good a thing to
have, it is reasonable to suppose that the better it
is, why the better it is, and if it is better we suppose it is purer. By this we do not understand
it is any more truly of the same quality of our
grandfather's vital fluid, but that it is freer from
everything that ought not to be there. And we are
in some doubt as to what the popular idea is as to
these humors that do so much to make the blood
very much what it ought not to be.
But let us see what this blood is of which we are
speaking. It is the vital fluid you say; but what
do you mean by that ? That it is necessary to life ?
It certainly is so—and besides that, it is alive itself.
Not that it can speak, or walk, or think, but it is
alive for all that, as much as your hand is alive.
And what is it made of ? Physiologists tell us that
they can see several things enter into its composition. Roughly, they would say that it is- made up
of a fluid portion, they call it the liquor sanguinis,
and some little rounded, flattened bodies, shaped
somewhat like a piece of coin. These they call
the blood discs, and they say there are two kinds of
these, some are red and some are white. The
number of the red ones is so great that they give
color to the blood. The red ones are the smallest;
so small are both that the unaided eye cannot distinguish them. And these little bodies go floating
along in the blood, fulfilling their work, which is
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very important, and we do not know all about it
yet either, although a good many men are at work
trying to find it out.
When these little bodies get too--few, the blood
shows it—it gets too light colored. The lips get
white instead of red. We are sure then that the
blood is not what it should be; that some of this
work which it is their office to do, will not be fully
done. This is surely not the purest blood. But
the watery part of the blood is made up of various
substances in solution. That is not the same at
all times; can hardly be-exactly alike at any different times.
If we take a glass of water, it begins to enter the
blood within one minute after it is swallowed, and
soon it is all there. If we take a cup of tea, all
the soluble parts of ,it axe in the blood in a very
short time, usually. If we take a glass of whisky,
or dirty beer, it is on the same route of travel with
the tea, and very impure blood it makes at times.
To be sure, all hands go to work to get rid of it;
the little capillaries of the skin go to emptying the
liquids out through the skin as fast as they can, and
if the weather is warm, they get along pretty rapidly at their work. The lungs throw it out in our
breath, in the shape of vapor, and the kidneys
work away as lively as they can.
'If we eat suitable, nutritious food, the products of
it are all wanted to supply the waste to the tissues,
and the material is carried along to the points where
it is wanted, and is then used. Further, when the
smallest part of a muscle or a nerve, or of any part
of the body, is worn out, it must be removed, and
it is taken in very small pieces and floated off in
this same stream of blood to be still further changed;
and if of use, it is used; otherwise it finds its way
out of the body.
So we can see how the blood is continually
changing, growing pure and growing impure. Not
impure because some villainous stream of dark
poison maintains its stay there, floating around to
do what mischief it may, but impure because we
have introduced the impurities to it through our
stomachs or lungs; impure, pei-haps, because we
have filled it with the contents of some villainous
bottle of somebody's dye stuff which he claims will
purify the blood.
if we would have pure blood, then, let us breathe
pure air, eat pure food, and drink pure water.—
The Household.
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FRIED CLAMS AND APOPLEXY.
SAYS the Christian Cynosure: " Mr. Beecher,
like John B. Gough and many others lately, died
as a time-piece stops when the chain has run its
length. He went with Mrs. Beecher over to New
York to select furniture for his semi-centennial at
Plymouth Church; ate a hearty meal of fried
clams on his way home; laid down in paralysis;
breathed unconscious for a day or two, and died
without a pain or a groan."
It is strange how blind most people are to cause
and effect. Several accounts of Beecher's death
have mentioned the fried-clam supper just previous, but none have in any way connected it with
his death. Now the Cynosure puts the things together so closely that it would seem that even the
blind could trace the effect back to the exciting
cause; yet we find that it only mentions the fried
clams to show how well the man was, and how
sudden was his death. We should draw the conclusion that such was Mr. Beecher's strength and
vitality that he might be alive and well to-day, if he
had not grossly violated the laws of health. If
people would learn that paralysis and apoplexy are
directly caused by wrong habits of eating more
than by anything else, they would be just so much
better off. A man's brain was made to think with.
If the man is of an active temperament, and full of
blood, his brain will be likely to give his heart all
the work it can do, and the blood-vessels will be
taxed to their fullest capacity. If now he overloads his stomach with indigestible matter, and at
an 'unseasonable hour, the machine will break
down. Above all others, men of active minds
should live abstemiously. This does not mean
that they should live on a starvation diet, for no
work is more taxing than mental work; but it
means that they should eat only a sufficient quantity
of good (yes, the best) food, and at the right time.
What more could anyone ask?
NEVER scold those who have faithfully tried to
do their duty, but have failed to accomplish it; the
failure is all the rebuke they need. Even that is
hard to bear. Encourage them to try again, and
give them a helping hand. A word or a bit of
help may be all they need to change failure into
success the next time they try. Do not withhold
the word or the help.—Forward.
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DISEASE AND ITS CAUSES.
BY MRS. E. G. WHITE.

SEVERAL, illustrations of the proper treatment of
disease have come before me. One of these I
will mention. It was the case of a family consisting of a father and daughter. The daughter was
sick, and the father was much troubled on her account, and summoned a physician. As the father
conducted him into the sick-room, he manifested
a painful anxiety. The physician examined the
patient, and said but little. They both left the
sick-room. The father informed the physician
that he had buried the mother, a son, and daughter, and this daughter was all that was left to him
of his family. He anxiously inquired of the physician if he thought his daughter's case hopeless.
The physician then inquired in regard to the
nature and length of the sickness of those who had
died. The father mournfully related the painful
facts connected with the illness of his loved ones:
" My son was first attacked with a fever. I
called a physician. He said that he could administer medicine which would soon break the fever.
He gave him powerful medicine, but was disappointed in its effects. The fever was reduced,
but my son grew dangerously sick. The same
medicine was again given him, without producing
any change for the better. The physician then
resorted to still more powerful medicines, but my
son obtained no relief. The fever left him, but he
did not rally. He sank rapidly and died.
" The death of my son, so sudden and unexpected, was a great grief to us all, but especially to
his mother. Her watching and anxiety in his
sickness, and her grief occasioned by his sudden
death, were too much for her nervous system, and
she was soon prostrated. I felt dissatisfied with
the course pursued by this physician. My confidence in his skill was shaken, and I could not employ him a second time. I called another to my
suffering wife. this second physician gave her a
liberal dose of opium, which he said would relieve
her pain, quiet her nerves, and give her rest,
which she so much needed. The opium stupefied
her; she slept, and nothing could arouse her from
the death-like stupor. Her pulse and heart at
times throbbed violently, and then grew more and
more feeble in their action, until she ceased to
breathe. Thus she died without giving her family
one look of recognition. This second death

seemed more than we could endure. We all sorrowed deeply, but I was agonized and could not be
comforted.
" My daughter was next afflicted. Grief, anxiety,
and watching had overtaxed her powers of endurance, and her strength gave way, and she was
brought upon a bed of suffering. I had now lost
confidence in both the physicians I had employed.
Another physician was recommended to me as being successful in treating the sick; and although he
lived at a distance, I was determined to obtain his
services.
" This third physician professed to understand
my daughter's case. He said that she was greatly
debilitated, and that her nervous system was
greatly deranged, and that fever was upon her,
which could be controlled, but that it -would take
time to bring her up from her present state of debility. He expressed perfect confidence in his
ability to raise her up. He gave her powerful
medicine to break up the fever. This was accomplished; but as the fever left, the case assumed
more alarming features, and grew more complicated.
As the symptoms changed, the medicines were
varied to meet the case. While under the influence of new medicines, she would, for a time, 4ppear revived, which would flatter our hopes that
she would get well, only to make our disappointment more bitter as she became worse.
"The physician's last resort was calomel. For
some time she seemed to be between life-and
death. She was thrown into convulsions. As
these most distressing spasms ceased, .we were
aroused to the painful fact that her intellect was
weakened. She began slowly to improve, although
still a great sufferer. Her limbs were crippled as
the effect of the powerful poisons which she had
taken. She lingered a few years, a helpless, pitiful
sufferer, and died in much agony."
After this sad relation, the father looked imploringly to the physician, and entreated him to save
his only remaining .child. The physician looked
sad and anxious, but made no prescription. He
arose to leave, saying that he would call the next
day.
The next day the physician was again in the
sick-room, standing by the bedside of the afflicted
daughter. Again he left the room without giving
medicine. The father, when in the presence of
the physician alone, seemed deeply moved, and he
inquired impatiently: " Do you intend to do noth-
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" I present to you your daughter restored to
ing ? Will you leave my only daughter to die ? "
The physician said: " I have listened to the sad health. I gave her no medicine, that I might
history of the death of your much-loved wife, and leave her with an unbroken constitution. Mediyour two children, and have learned from your cine never could have accomplished this. Mediown lips that all these have died while in the care cine deranges nature's fine machinery, and breaks
of physicians, while taking medicines prescribed down the constitution, and kills, but never cures.
and administered by their hands. Medicine has Nature alone possesses the restorative powers.
not saved your loved ones, and as a physician, I She alone can build up her exhausted energies,
solemnly believe that none of them need, or ought and repair the injuries she has received by inattento have died. They could have recovered if they tion to her fixed laws."
He then asked the father if he was satisfied
had not been so drugged that nature was enfeebled
by abuse, and finally crushed." He stated decid- with his manner of treatment. The happy father
edly to the agitated father: " I cannot give medi- expressed his heart-felt gratitude, and perfect satiscine to your daughter. I shall only seek to assist faction, saying:—
"I have learned a lesson I shall never forget. It
nature in her efforts, by removing every obstruction, and then leave nature to recover the ex- was painful, yet it is of priceless value. I am now
hausted energies of the system." He placed in convinced that my wife and children need not
the father's hand a few directions, which he enjoined have died. Their lives were sacrificed while in
the hands of physicians, by their poisonous drugs."
upon him to follow closely:—
" Keep the patient free from excitement, and
MIND DISEASE.
every influence calculated to depress. Her attendants should be cheerful and hopeful. She should
THE Lord has given us physical and mental powhave a simple diet, and should be allowed plenty ers which he designs shall be used. He has given
of pure soft water to drink. Bathe frequently in many who are self-made invalids a work to do
pure soft water, followed by gentle rubbing. Let which he does not propose to do for them. We
the light and air be freely admitted to her room. should move out, from principle, in harmony with
She must have quiet, and undisturbed rest."
natural law, irrespective of feeling. We should beThe father slowly read the prescription, and gin to act upon the light that God has given us.
wondered at the few, simple directions it con- We may not be able to do this all at once, but we
tained, and seemed doubtful of any good resulting can do much by moving out gradually in faith, befrom such simple means. Said the physician: lieving that God will be our helper, that he will
"You have had sufficient confidence in my skill strengthen us. If the hands were more employed,
to place the life of your daughter in my hands. the physical and mental strength would increase.
Withdraw not your confidence. I will visit your The brain may not be idle, but there is not cordaughter daily, and direct you in the management responding labor on the part of the other organs of
of her case. Follow my directions, and I trust in a the body. Exercise, to be of decided advantage,
few weeks to present her to you in a much better should be systematized and brought to bear upon the
condition of health, if not fully restored."
debilitated organs, that they may be strengthened
The father looked sad and doubtful, but submit- by use. The movement cure is a great advantage to
ted to the decision of the physician. He feared a class of patients who are too feeble to exercise;
his daughter must die if she had no medicine.
but for all who are sick to rely upon it, making it
After a few weeks' time, I was again in the room their dependence, while they neglect to use their
with the father and daughter. The daughter was muscles themselves, is a great mistake.
sitting by the side of her father, cheerful and happy,
Thousands are sick and dying around us who
with the glow of health upon her countenance. might get well and live if they would; but their imagThe father was looking upon her with happy satis- ination holds them. They fear that they will be
faction, his countenance speaking the gratitude of made worse if they labor or exercise, when this is just
his heart, that his only child was spared to him. the change they need to make them well. WithHer physician entered, and after conversing with out this, they can never improve. They should
the father and child for a short time, arose to exercise the power of the will, rise above their aches
leave. He addressed the father thus:-and debility, engage in useful employment, and
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forget that they have aching backs, sides, lungs,
and heads. Neglecting to exercise the entire body,
or a portion of it, will bring on morbid conditions.
Inaction of any of the orgarks of the body will be
followed by a decrease in size and strength of the
muscles, and will cause the blood to flow sluggishly
through the blood-vessels.
There are domestic duties to be done which
many think it impossible for them to perform, and
so they depend upon others. Sometimes it is exceedingly inconvenient for them to obtain the help
they need; they frequently expend double the
strength required to perform the task in planning
and searching for someone to do the work for them.
If they would only bring their mind to do these little acts and family duties themselves, they would be
blessed and strengthened in it. "God made Adam
and Eve in Paradise, and surrounded them with
everything that was useful and lovely. He planted
for them a beautiful garden. No herb, nor flower,
nor tree was wanting which might be for use or ornament. The Creator of man knew that the workmanship of his hands could not, be happy without
employment. Paradise delighted their souls, but
this was not enough; they must have labor to call
into exercise the wonderful machinery of the body.
The Lord had made the organs for use. Had
happiness consisted in doing nothing, man, in his
state of holy innocence, would have been left unemployed. But he who formed man knew what
, would be for his best happiness, and he no sooner
made him than he gave him his appointed work.
In order to be happy, he must labor.
God has given us all something to do. In the discharge of the various duties which we are to perform, which lie in our pathway, our lives will be
made useful, and we shall be blest. Not only will
the organs of the body be strengthened by exercise,
but the mind also will acquire-strength and knowledge through the action of those organs. The exercise of one muscle, while others are left with
nothing to do, will not strengthen the inactive ones
any more than the continual exercise of one of the
organs of the mind will develop and strengthen the
organs not brought into use. Each faculty of the
mind, and each muscle has its distinctive office,
and all require to be exercised in order to become
properly developed and retain healthful vigor.
Each organ and muscle has its work to do in the
living organism. Every wheel in the machinery
must be a living, active, working wheel. Nature's

fine and wonderful works need to be kept in active
motion in order to accomplish the object for which
they are designed. Each faculty has a bearing
upon the others, and all need to he exercised in order to be properly developed. If one muscle of
the body is exercised more than another, the one
used will become much the larger, and will destroy
the harmony and beauty of the development of the
system. A variety of exercise will call into use all
the muscles of the body.
Those who are feeble and indolent should not
yield to their inclination to be inactive, thus depriving themselves of air and sunlight, but should
practice exercising out-of-doors in walking or working in the garden. They will become very much
fatigued, but this will not injure them; rest will be
sweeter after it. Inaction weakens the organs that
are not exercised, and when those organs are used,
pain and weariness are experienced, because the
muscles have become feeble. It is not good policy to give up the use of certain muscles because
pain is felt when they are exercised. The pain is
frequently caused by the effort of nature to give
life and vigor to those parts, that have become partially lifeless through inaction. The motion of
these long-disused muscles will cause pain, because
nature is awakening them to life.
Walking, in all cases where it is possible, is the
best remedy for diseased bodies, for in this exercise all the organs of the body are brought into
use. Many who depend upon the movement cure
could accomplish more for themselves by muscular exercise than the movements can do for them.
In some cases, want of exercise causes the bowels
and muscles to become enfeebled and shrunken,
and these organs that have become enfeebled for
want of use will be strengthened by exercise.
There is exercise in physical labor of arms and
limbs that will take the place of walking, and the
use of all life's machinery will improve greatly the
circulation of the blood.
Thousands of women are suffering for want of
useful employment that would give them vigorous,
physical exercise. Their breathing is not full and
deep. They do not go out enough in the open
air and expand their lungs and exercise their limbs.
The arms and chest need to be used. When people will study to know the laws of health, and how
to prevent sickness, with one-half the interest with
which they study the fashion-plates, and will obey
the light which shines upon them in regard to
health reform, there will be fewer invalids and far
more happiness and true religion.
MRS. E. G. WHITE.
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" DON'TS FOR THE SICK.ROOM."
DON'T light a sick-room at night by means of a

jet of gas burning low; nothing impoverishes the
air sooner. Use sperm candles, or tapers which
burn in sperm oil.
Don't allow offensive matters to remain; in
cases of emergency where these cannot be at once
removed, wring a heavy cloth, for instance like
Turkish toweling, out of cold water; use it as a
cover, placing over this ordinary paper. Such
means prevent the escape of odor and infection.
Don't forget to have a few beans of coffee handy.
for this serves as a deodorizer, if burnt on coals or
paper. Bits of charcoal placed around are useful
in absorbing gases and other impurities.
Don't have the temperature of a sick-room much
over 6o degrees; 7o degrees is allowable, but not
advisable.
Don't permit currents of air to blow upon the
patient. An open fire-place is an excellent means
of ventilation. The current may be tested by
burning a piece of paper in front.
Don't give the patient a full glass of water to
drink from, unless he is allowed all he desires. If
he can drain the glass he will be satisfied; so regulate the quantity before handing it to him.
Don't neglect during the day to attend to neces_
saries for the night, that the rest of the patient and
the family may not be disotrbed.
Don't ask a convalescent if he would like this or
that to eat or drink, but prepare the delicacies
and present them in a tempting way.
Don't throw coal upon the fire; place it in
brown paper bags and lay them on the fire, thus
avoiding the noise, which is shocking to the sick
and sensitive.
Don't jar the bed by leaning or sitting upon it.
This is unpleasant to one ill and nervous.
Don't let stale flowers remain in a sick-chababer.
Don't be unmindful of yourself if you are in the
responsible position of nurse. To do faithful
work you must have proper food and stated hours
of rest.
Don't appear anxious, however great your anxiety.
Don't forget that kindness and tenderness are
needful to successful nursing. Human nature
longs to be soothed and comforted on all occasions
when it is out of tune.—American Druggist.
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THE HIGHER LAW OF HEALTH.
OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES said years ago, "It
is a sin to be sick." More recently Herbert Spencer wrote: "Sickness is mean-spirited. It cannot
help others. It must be waited upon." These
statements may startle some of you who are wont
to believe God sends our bodily ills, but there are
many of God's people to-day who believe they
dishonor God in thinking thus; who believe that
it is in a measure a sin to be sick; that God does
not send these ailments to afflict them any more
than he sends their sins to torment them.
Frederick Robinson, the eminent clergyman of
the Church of England, whose teachings have been
so helpful to struggling humanity, said: " We must
not allow our understandings to be so perverted as
to think that because pain can be blessed to us, it
is in itself a blessed thing and ought to be liked by
a Christian. Very unreal habits of thought are
thus fostered. In the ages of monkery, squalor
and filth and wretchedness were sometimes considered as the highest saintliness, and men coveted the
pain rather than tried to be rid of it. Now the
Bible is never unnatural. It calls these things evil,
recognizing them as messengers from Satan, though
often blessed by God, and to be got rid of if possible. Only monks consider pain and dirt the
normal condition of Christian life." Another der_
gyman says: "The words, ' I am the Lord that
healeth thee,' and many other such passages proclaim the great truth that diseases do not come
from the Lord. They are not divine creations.
They are not from the Lord except in the sense
that hell and evil as being permitted by him are in
that negative way from him. Disease is no more
from the Lord than sin is from the Lord. It is
true, as a general doctrine, that ill health is from
evil and wrong and must be so thought of. We
must, therefore, in our thoughts, rise above the con_
ception that our diseases are in any way produced
by the Lord. They are not the expression of his
divine order."— Union Signal.
DURING the month of February, while there was
such unusually cold weather in all parts of Califon
nia, and snow where it has rarely been seen before,
there was only a slight frost at the Retreat. On
an orange tree in our front yard, which has more
than one hundred blossoms, only six little tender
buds showed the effects of the frost.
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WHO'LL BUY?
[Suggested on seeing the advertisement of a wholesale- liquor-dealer.]

FORTY casks of liquid woe—
Who'll buy?
Murder by the gallon. Oh I
Who'll buy?
Larceny and theft made thin,
Beggary and death thrown in
Packages of liquid sin—
Who'll buy?
Foreign death, imported pure—
Who'll buy?
Waranted, not slow,;but sure—
Who'll buy?
Empty pockets by the cask,
Tangled brains by pint or flask,
Vice of any kind you ask—
Who'll:buy ?
Competition we defy—
Who'll buy ?
Barrels full of pure soul-dye—
Who'll buy?
Dye, to make the soul jet-black;
Dye to make the conscience slack;
Nothing vile do our casks lack—
Who'll buy?
—Methodist flame Journal.
THE DRINKING HABIT IN CALIFORNIA.
BY W. H. MAYS, M. D.
[Superintendent of Stockton State Insane- Asylum.]
INTEMPERANCE is assigned as the cause of insanity in about thirteen per cent of those sent to
the asylums of this State. This falls far short of
the truth. There is a disposition on the part of
the relatives to hide the fact of drunkenness,
and hence the exciting cause is set down to sunstroke, business reverses, trouble, blow on the
head, etc. Lord Shaftesbury, an authority of
the utmost weight, states as his opinion that more
than fifty per cent of the cases of mental disease
to be found in asylums are due to the drinking
habit. My predecessor, Dr. G. A. Shurtleff, states,
as a result of his long experience, that intemperance
produces more insanity on the Pacific Coast, than
any other influence. Nor, with what opportunities
for observation I have had, do I hesitate to add
my testimony that no factor is more potent and
active in the causation of insanity.

If only the evil done by the inebriate could be
limited to himself ! Nothing exerts more deteriorating an influence on the race of man, sapping the
mental and physical health of our people. Dr.
Howe, of Boston, in his report on idiocy, makes
the statement that of the three hundred idiots
under his care, one hundred and forty-five had
drunken parents. In one instance, he continues,
where both parents were drunkarks, seven idiotic
children were born to them. " I receive patients
daily at the Bicetre," says Dr. Moreau, "in whom
I can trace back the origin of their malady to
nothing else but the habitual intoxication of their
parents." The following direct instances where
the sins of the father were visited on the children
occurred in the writer's experience during general
medical practice:—
I. The father, a respectable business man, met
with reverses and "took to drink." Although the
parent of two healthy children before this, the
next child born to him was a puny, malformed
creature, which died before reaching its fifth
month.
2. A stout, bright girl married a man addicted to
periodical drinking bouts. Their child was born
disfigured with a spina bifida, and died in a few
weeks of meningitis.
3. A man, well-to-do in a small country town,
had for years indulged every few months in an occasional drinking spree of a duration of a week or so.
His son, when only thirteen years old, was seen
reeling along the street in a bestial state of intoxication, and at eighteen was a bloated and besotted
drunkard. Instances are not rare, in the experience of physicians, of this direct transmission of
the drinking tendency from father to son.
If only the evil done by the inebriate were
limited to, himself! There are eight thousand
inebriates in California to-day, at an imbartial estimate. By inebriates, I mean persons who indulge
in the excessive use of alcoholics, who cannot resist the craving. Of these, suppose one-half are
married and have families, for your drunkard is no
disciple of Malthus; grant them only one child
apiece; think what a terrible inheritance is being
handed down, what a ghastly gift to our young
State, four thousand children with an inborn tendency to vice and disease ! Four thousand children who start in the race of life with the millstone of their father's sins hung about their neck!
Four thousand children with a bad organization,
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a pro'clivity to disease, a weak brain, an impotent
will! Four thousand children who will only want
some accidental exciting cause to push them over
the border-line of insanity!
If only the evil done by the inebriate were limited to himself! Looking at the family of an excessive drinker, even where intemperance has not yet
brought social degradation and poverty, evidence
of a heritage of weakness is generally to be seen.
The girls are shallow, hysterical, with bad, explosive tempers, never under control, neurotic, emotional. The boys are dull, irresolute, infirm of
will, creatures of passion and the baser instincts.
They are often defective in bodily development
and mental capacity. Prone to the feeling of their
fathers, they are the recruits by which the grand
army of the insane is constantly augmented.
A few words about beer. The consumption of
this liquid is increasing daily. Fifty years ago
very few Americans tasted beer, except as a rarity.
It was regarded as a foreign drink. Even twenty
years ago, the amount now drunk would have
been deemed fabulous. The idea has been entertained, and by those concerned in the brewing interest has been actively promulgated, that beer
drinking is much less harmful than whisky drinking.
It has ever been maintained that beer possesses
nutrient properties. There is no truth in these
assumptions. Nothing will lower the vital forces
so steadily and surely, nothing will degenerate the
organic tissues so rapidly, as the use of beer every
day, and year after year. It coarsens a man, in
appearance, in morals, in mental fiber, in physical
constitution. It is more productive of brutality,
sensualism, and the lower forms of crime than is
whisky drinking. It is the beverage of the Bill
Sykes, of the vulgar ruffian, the bestial tramp.
The habitual beer drinker is readily recognized
by his appearance. His bloated face and form
might at first sight suggest robust health, but, in
reality, there is no one less able to resist disease.
Sooner or later the kidneys and liver become
diseased, fatty degeneration invades the substance
of the heart, the vitiated system has no power of
recuperation, and a slight cold or injury will carry
him off.
One word, in conclusion, as to the daily use of
stimulants. Alcohol taken constantly into the
system interferes with nutrition. Its properties
are such as to hinder the processes of food change,
of disintegration, of assimilation, going on in the
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stomach and intestines. Upon nerve elements it
has a highly detrimental effect. Carried to the
brain it acts injuriously on the exquisitely delicate
structures, damaging those finer brain cells which .
subserve moral feeling and will.
Does steady drinking then deteriorate a man
mentally? For answer to this, look around among
your acquaintances. Here is one of them, a wellknown business man. No one ever saw him intoxicated, but is he the keen, clear-eyed worker he
was seven years ago? His tact is lost, his business
sense dulled; in the fierce competition for trade,
he has allowed himself to be outstripped. Dr.
Clouston says: " I have seen strong brains in our
profession, at the bar, and in business, break down
from chronic alcoholic excess, without their owners
ever having been once drunk." And then, these
steady drinkers, how quickly they drop off! Before they are fairly into middle age they succumb
to some disease attended with degeneration. Four
times out of five they leave behind them a progeny
whose destiny it is to be a burden to the State,
either in her hospitals, her almshouses, her asylums, or her jails. If only the evil done by the
inebriate could be limited to himself!
JIMMY'S LECTURE.
" TIMMY, throw that jug into the pig-pen. Smash
it first, and be sure you don't taste a drop of the
vile stuff," said an anxious-looking woman as she
handed her little son the brown jug which she had
just found hidden in the shed.
"Father won't like it," began the boy, eyeing the
ugly thing with a look of fear and hate; for it made
mother miserable and father a brute.
" I said I'd make way with it the next time I
found it, and I will! It's full, and I don't feel as
if I could live through another dreadful time like
the last. If we put it out of sight, may be father
will keep sober for another month. Go quick, before he comes home." And the poor woman
pushed the boy to the door as if she could not
wait a minute till the curse of her life was destroyed.
Glad to comfort her, and have the fun of smashing anything, Jimmy ran off, and, giving the jug a
good bang on the post, let the whisky run where it
would as he flung the pieces into the pig-pen, and
went back to his work.
He was only eleven; but he struggled manfully
with the old saw, and the tough apple-tree boughs
he had collected for fuel. It was father's work;
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but he neglected it and Jimmy wouldn't see mother
suffer from the cold; so he trimmed the trees, and
did his best to keep the fire going. He had to
.stop often to rest; and in these pauses he talked to
himself, having no other company.
Not long after the destruction of the jug, he
heard a great commotion in the pen, and, looking
in, saw the two pigs capering about in a curious
way. They ran up and down, squealed, skipped,
and bumped against one another as if they didn't
see straight, and had no control of their legs.
Jimmy was much amused for a few minutes; but
when one staggered to the trough, and began to lap
something there, and the other tumbled down and
could not get up, he understood the cause of these
antics.
" Oh dear! I let the whisky run into the trough,
and those bad pigs are tipsy! What shall I do ?"
He watched them an instant, and then added in
a sober tone as he shook his head sadly, " That's
just the way father does—lively first, then cross,
then stupid. They don't look funny to me now,
and I'm so sorry for 'em. They will be dreadfully
ashamed when they get sober. I'm glad there isn't
any wife and little son to be scared and mortified
and sorry over 'em. I'll talk to 'em, and tell 'em
what the man said in the temperance lecture we
went to last night. May be it will do 'em good."
So Jimmy mounted the chopping-block close by,
and repeated all he could remember, making a
funny jumble, but being very much in earnest, and
quite unconscious that he had another hearer beside
the pigs:—
" My friends, rum is an awful thing. People
who drink are slaves. They are worse than dumb
beasts who don't drink. (Yes, they do, but that
was my fault.) Half the sin and sorrow in the
world come from rum. Men waste their money,
neglect their families, break their wives' hearts, and
set a bad example to their children. People better die than drink and make brutes of themselves.
Lots of money is wasted. Folks kill other folks
when they are drunk, and steal and lie and do every bad thing. Now my friends (I mean you pigs),
turn from your evil ways and drink no more. (I'll
smash the jug behind the barn next time, where
even the hens can't find it.) Rise in your manhood and free yourselves from this awful slavery.
(They are both fast asleep, but I'll help 'em up
when they wake.) Lead better lives, and don't let
those who love you suffer shame and fear and

grief for your weakness. (I do love you, old fellows, and I am so sorry to see you make such pigs
of yourselves.) Here is the pledge, come and
sign it. Keep it all your lives, and be good men.
(I mean pigs.) "
Here Jimmy smiled; but he meant what he said,
and, pulling out of his pocket a piece of paper and
pencil, he jumped down to use the block as a desk,
saying, as he wrote in big letters, " They shall have
a pledge, and they can make a mark as people do
who can't write. I'll make it short so they can understand it, and I know they will keep it, for I
shall; help them."
So busy was the boy with his work that he never
saw a man steal from behind the pen where he had
been listening, and laughing at Jimmy's lecture,
till something seemed to change the smiles to tears;
for, as he peeped over the lad's shoulder, he saw
how worn the little jacket was, how bruised and
blistered the poor hands were with too hard work,
and how he stood on one foot, because his toes
were out of the old shoes. A month's wages were
in the man's pocket, and he meant to spend them
in more whisky when his jug was empty. Now
the money seemed all too little to make his son
tidy, and he couldn't bear to think how much he
had wasted on low pleasures that made a worse
brute of him than the pigs.
" There !" said Jimmy, " I guess that will do.
' We, Tom and Jerry, do solemnly promise never
to touch, taste, or handle anything that can make
us drunk.'
" Now for the names. Which shall mark first?"
" I will ! " said the man, startling Jimmy so
much that he nearly tumbled into the pen as he
was climbing up. The paper fluttered down inside,
and both forgot it as the boy looked up at the man,
saying, half ashamed, half glad, "Why, father, 'did
you hear me ? I was only sort of playing."
"I am in earnest, for your lecture was a very
good one, and I'm not going to be a beast any
longer. Here's money for new shoes and jacket.
Give me the saw. I'll do my own work now, and
you go tell mother what I say."
Jimmy was about to race away, when the sight
of Tom and Jerry, eating up the paper, made him
clap his hands, exclaiming joyfully, "They've taken
the pledge really and truly. I'm so glad ! "
It was impossible to help laughing; but the man
was very sober again as he said slowly, with his
hand on Jimmy's shoulder, "You shall write an-
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" The name seems to have given you a great
other for me. I'll sign it and keep it too, if you
deal
of trouble."
will help me, my good little son."
"
It
has."
" I will, father, I will !" cried Jimmy with all his
"
This
John is an intimate friend."
the
good
happy heart, and then ran in to carry
"
That's
so," he said, wonderingly.
news to his mother.
" And often leads you to do things you are sorry
That was his first lecture, but not his last; for he
delivered many more when he was a man, because for."
" True; every word."
the work begun that day prospered well, and those
" His influence over you is bad."
pledges were truly kept. —Louisa Al. Alcott.
"Right again."
BAD HABITS.
" But you will soon have a serious quarrel, when
WE are quick to feel the need of food, but not you will become-estranged."
" I'm glad of that. Now-spell out his whole
so ready to perceive the danger of an excess. A
lack of air at once drives us to secure a supply; name."
The " meejum " opened one eye and studied
but foul air is as fatal, yet gives us no warning.
Nature provides a little training for us at the out- the face of her sitter. Then she wrote-some cabaset of life, but leaves the most for us to learn by listic words and handed them to him in exchange
bitter experience. So in youth we throw away our for her fee.
" Do not read it until you are at home," she
strength as if it were a burden we desire to be rid
of. We eat anything, at any time, and do any- said, solemnly. "It is your friend's whole name."
When he reached home, he lit the gas, and
thing we please, and sit up any number of nights
with little or no sleep. Because we feel only a. gravely examined the paper. There he read in
momentary discomfort from these physical sins, picket-fence characters the name of his " friend,'
we fondly imagine when that is gone we are all " Demi-John ! "—Detroit Free Press.
right again. Our drafts upon our constitution are
HIS PRETENSIONS TAKEN DOWN.
promptly paid, and we expect this will always be
the case; but some day they will come back to us
A PROFESSOR in a New York medical college
protested; nature will refuse to meet our demands, called the attention of his class to a man who had
and we shall find ourselves physical bankrupts. applied for medical advice.
We are furnished in the beginning with a certain
"Now, gentlemen," said the professor, " will
vital force upon which we may draw. We can be you be kind enough to look at this patient closely,
spendthrifts and waste it in youth, or be wise men and see if you can tell what is really the matter
and husband it to manhood. Our short-comings with him. Look at his eyes, and the shape of his
are all charged against this stock. Nature's mem- head, the expression of his features.
ory never fails; she keeps the account with perfect
" You detect nothing, and I do not wonder at it,
exactness. Every physical sin subtracts from the for, gentlemen, let me assure you that it requires
sum and strength of our years. We may cure a many years of actual experience. It takes the eye
disease, but it never leaves us as it found us. We of a practical physician to detect at a glance the
may heal a wound, but the scar still shows. We malady of the patient.
reap as we sow, and we may either gather in the
" I am no more acquainted with this man than
thorns, one by one, to torment and destroy, or re- you are, yet as soon as I looked at him I saw that
joice in the happy harvest of a hale old age.— he was a deaf mute."
Steel's Fourteen Weeks in Physiology.
The students indulged in exclamations of admiration.
As soon as these had subsided, the supNOT THAT JOHN.
posed deaf mute opened his mouth and spoke:—
HE was having his fortune told.
" I say, boss, I hope you will excuse me, but it's
" I see," said the medium, contracting her eye- my brother who is deaf and dumb. He is outside
brows and turning her toes in, " I see the name of waiting to know if he shall come in. Shall I fetch
John."
him in?"—Sel.
" Yes," said the sitter, indicating that he had
heard the name before.
THE appetite is a mighty tyrant.
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CLASSIFICATION OF FOOD IN COMMON USE.

CONSUMPTION BY INGESTION.
Doctor Blaine Holds tnat the Disease Is Acquired
from Meat and Milk.
DR. M. D. BLAINE read a paper before the New
York Academy of Medicine on " Bovine Tuberculosis—Its Communication by Inhalation, Ingestion, and Hereditary Transmission, and Its
Relation to Public Health." Doctor Blaine said
that consumption, or tuberculosis, is both inherited
and acquired. He held that as the so-called
lower animals have organs similar in construction
and material to those of man, the diseases existing
in the one are capable of reproduction in the other,
and that it is natural that man, who drinks the
lower animals' milk, and eats their flesh, should
contract their diseases through ingestion. He
said that two per cent of all the animals killed in
the abattoirs of this city have tuberculosis, and
that twenty-one per cent of all milk cows have the
same disease. Last July, with Mr. Romaine, the
meat inspector, he visited the stock yards about
the city. On the day of his visit thirteen cows
were sold to Jersey buyers, three of which had
tuberculosis. In sixteen herds that furnished
milk for Brooklyn, every herd comprised animals
that had this disease, and in one of the cows,
selected at random and killed, the bronchial glands
were three times their normal size, with calcified
sections, cheesy lumps, and cavities filled with
muco-purulent matter. Dr. Blaine exhibited specimens of evident cases of tuberculosis taken from
the abattoirs in various parts of the city.
Dr. Cyrus Edson, after congratulating Doctor Blaine on having written the first thesis on
the subject which had ever been written, said that
three thousand cows, many of which are diseased,
are permanently stabled about New York, and he
was satisfied that they gave tuberculosis to hundreds of persons. He said that it is a shame and
disgrace that in this whole city there are only
three milk inspectors, and only one meat inspector.
—Orange Tribune.

" You just take a bottle of my medicine," said
a quack doctor to a consumptive, " and you'll
never cough again." " Is it as fatal as that ?"
gasped the consumptive.—Boston Globe.

FIRST class: That in which the proportion of
heat-producing elements is too large for the common wants of the system, and which alone would
sustain life only for a time. shorter or longer in
proportion to the amount of other elements which
they contain. Lard, butter, sugar, or any animal
fats being capable of sustaining life, without other
food, only from twenty to thin y days; and superfine
flour, being mostly composed of starch, has been
proved by experiment on animals to be capable of
sustaining life, without other food, only from fifty
to sixty days. These are the carbonates, described
in another chapter.
Second class: That in which the muscle-making
elements are too large in proportion to their carbonates. Some of these articles would be capable
of sustaining life only for a limited period without
articles of the first class to keep up the steam.
These are the nitrates, described before.
Third class: That in which the proportion of the
elements which support the brain and nerves, and
give vital energy both of mind and muscles, is too
large for the common duties of life. These are the
phosphates.
Fourth class: That in which there is too much
waste material in proportion to nutritive principles,
and which, therefore, if eaten alone, produces
diarrhea and debility, but which, taken with other
more nutritive food, subserves the important purpose of giving distention, and keeping the bowels
in action, and the system free and cool, by preventing a surplus of stimulating food.
The representative articles of these four classes
are as follows:—
First class, carbonates—butter and lard, fat of
all meats, vegetable oils, fine flour, etc.
Second class, nitrates—lean meats, cheese, peas
and beans, lean fishes, etc.
Third class, phosphates—shell fishes, lean meats,
peas and beans, active fishes, birds, etc.
Fourth class, waste—green vegetables, fruits,
berries, 'etc.
Under ordinary circumstances, in moderate
weather, with moderate exercise of muscle and
brain, the proper proportion of carbonates, nitrates,
and phosphates seems to be the average proportions
found in unbolted wheat meal, viz.: sixty-five of
the carbonates to fifteen of the nitrates, and two of
the phosphates to seventeen or eighteen of water
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and waste—or something more than four times as
much of the carbonates as of the nitrates, and two
per cent of the phosphates, the amount of the water
not being of much consequence, as it is supplied'as
it is demanded, and taken as drink when it is not
supplied in the food.
A consideration of this classification will help us
to understand and correct many important errors
in diet.
Every observing person has noticed that after a
meal in which the predominant articles were chiefly
composed of fat meat, fine flour, butter or sugar,
he is stupid or sleepy, and indisposed to exercise
either mind or muscle; and the reason is plain, as
very little food for either brain or muscle is found
in either of the articles named, and this torpor will
be found to be in exact proportion to the excess of
these carbonates over their proper proportion.
And this is the inevitable consequence of separating the important principles which God has joined
together and furnished in every article of appropriate food, in the right proportions, as nourishment
for every faculty.
If the fat meat was eaten as it was made, mixed
with an appropriate amount of lean, and instead of
the flour, the bread had been made of meal from
the whole wheat as it was created, and milk had
been substituted for butter, and the sugar taken as
it was intended to be taken, with the vegetables
and delicious fruits, mixed with such other elements
as the system required, then the appetite might
have been indulged to the fullest extent, and no
organs or faculties would have been oppressed and
overburdened, while others were not supplied, and
every part of the system would have been prepared,
without stupor or sleepiness, to perform the duties
assigned it.
If we take our food as it is made, with the elements mixed by Infinite Wisdom, we need use our
judgment only in cooking so as best to develop its
flavor and fit it for digestion, and our appetite
would safely direct us, both as to the articles to be
eaten and the amount required. But presuming,
as we do, to know better than our Maker how to
mix the different elements of food, we have spoiled
some of our best articles of nourishment, and have
at the same time so perverted our appetites and
tastes that they are no guide, at least so far as relates to the use of the articles with which we have
thus interfered.
The effects, especially in our cities, are manifest
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in our liability to inflammatory diseases; in our feebleness and weakness of muscle, for want of the
nitrates; in our defective, aching teeth, for want of
lime, etc.; in our physical and mental debility, for
want of the phosphates; and in our ash-colored,
chlorotic girls, for want of the iron—all of which elements, except the carbonates, being entirely wanting in butter, and almost all in very nice white flour.
—Bellows, in Philosophy of Eating.
CORN AND CATTLE.
THE figures quoted at a graziers' association in
Dublin last week show how completely these gentry and their beasts absorb the fatness of the land
from which the people are melting away. Why
Mr. Thomas Gerrard should imagine he was forwarding the graziers' cause in parading these figures
we cannot guess; but in most countries their publication would be the signal for an uprising against
the sinister trade that has grabbed four-fifths of the
cultivable land of the country from the people.
There are, said Mr. Gerrard, 15,219,000 acres in
this country capable of bearing crops for the use of
man; of these, 12,278,788 acres are under grass or
meadowing, that is to say, belong to the beasts
and their handful of owners; and only 1,594,157
are devoted to raising cereal crops—in other
words, to feeding the population. The fat cattle
own twelve acres for every acre enjoyed by man.
Or take it in another way. There are. 4,228,751
head of cattle in the country this year, to 4,962,000 human beings; so that if the land devoted to
the beasts were divided up among the people—if a
human being were to obtain as many acres as it
takes to graze a beast—every man, woman, and
child on the island would have a farm of four or
five acres apiece.
Think of that, ye dingy dogmatists, who prate
of an over-populated island? Their highnesses,
the Leasts, however, must not on any account be
incomn,c1ded; on the contrary, the grazing interests fearlessly appeal to the country they have desolated to sympathize with them in the present depressed condition of the fat-cattle market, and
would, doubtless, propose to annex more millions
of acres to their cattle-runs if there were any more
millions of acres to be annexed. They are pleasant
fellows, these big graziers; and their present financial tightness is deeply to be deplored by their
sympathizing countrymen I—United Ireland, Saturday, September 19, z885.
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SHALL THE-PATIENT EAT WHAT HE
CRAVES?

I OFTEN notice in medical journals, and hear it
talked by medical men, that people should eat
whatever the appetite, that being the true guide
to the wants of the system, craves. In theory this
may be right, based upon a normal appetite (who
has one ?); but in practice I believe it decidedly
wrong.
Whenever we find a person craving some article
of food or drink, and we can satisfy ourselves that
it is a demand of nature for a needed supply, give
it by all means. But there are so many perverted
appetites, cravings, and desires, that one must discriminate very closely, and think in straight lines,
or he will err, and do harm to the body and life.
Country doctors do so little thinking, as a rule,
that advocates and teachers should be very careful
what they teach. Who has not seen an old toper
crave his whisky, an old smoker his tobacco, an
opium eater his drug, or a dyspeptic whose secretions are so loaded with lactic acid, and the mucous
membrane of whose mouth, stomach, and bowels
is so irritated by it that functions cannot be properly performed at all, still craving and eating
pickles, lemons, and other sharp acids, etc. Any
number of examples might be given, and yet doctors will often tell these patients to eat and drink
what the appetite craves. When will medical men
learn to think and try to understand vital processes,
and realize that disease is not an entity, but merely
perverted life. Tnis thought might be carried on
into the realm of medicine, as well as food, its
uses and abuses. There is a field here for both
thought and experiment.—E. P. Whitford, M. D.,
in journal of Reconstructives.
TEA.

FEW articles are more frequently chosen among
those of daily use than tea. No medical man
need be told that tea is a nerve stimulant, and that
it contains no nutritious element to the tissues,
but, on the contrary, it gives a stimulation producing a false source of comfort, vanishing appetite,
and relieving weariness, so it is not surprising that
ignorant persons should give it a high place in their
daily food. In all our large towns there are thousands, especially among our working girls, who
drink tea three or four times daily, and take but
little in addition, except the white bread, pie,

crackers, and cake supplied by bakers. For a
time they enjoy a sort of satisfaction, thinking that
the demands for food have been met, but sooner
or later their strength begins to fail. Dyspepsia
sets in; severe constipation ; functional derangement of the heart is excited; and they present
themselves at the dispensaries and hospitals in an
advanced stage of exhaustion, threatening phthisis,
neuralgia, and, in short, literal starvation. Nothing but good food, rich in nitrogenous matter, rest
for the overworked and underfed organs, will benefit
these cases. Fortunately, the best food is not always the dearest. It is not necessary to feed them
sweet breads, wines, etc., when eggs, beans, peas,
oatmeal, and milk will serve them equally well,
being nicely cooked and made palatable, is all that
they need; in fact, it is all that anyone needs.—
Journal of Reconstructives.
DAMP BEDS.

BY MRS. E. G WHITE.
MANY are slow to become intelligent concerning
properly caring for the bedroom. It is not safe to
sleep in a room that is seldom occupied, and is not
frequently heated, unless the bedding is first exposed to the sun for several hours, or subjected to
artificial heat. Every article composing the bed
should be properly dried. If these precautions
are neglected, health and life itself are endangered.
In the State of Maine we were once entertained
by kind friends who seemed anxious to do all in
their power to make us comfortable; but they did
not see the importance of carefully attending to the
bed in the " spare chamber." We had labored
hard during the day in speaking to the people, and
needed a good night's rest. But the room we occupied was cold, the bed was damp, and we
became so thoroughly chilled that sleep was impossible. We substituted our large blanket shawl for
the damp sheets, and finally put on most of our
garments, but we were too cold to sleep, and lay
shivering through the entire night.
In the morning courteous inquiry was made as
to how we had rested during the night. In reply,
we stated that the bed was damp. Our friends
expressed profound astonishment at this, and
assured us that we must be mistaken; but, upon
investigation, we learned that the room and bed
had not been used for weeks. The blinds had
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been closed, excluding the sun and air, and, there
being no conveniences for lighting a fire in the
room, it had gathered dampness for weeks; and
yet it was difficult to convince the good people who
entertained us that the room and bed were not
just as they should be, and they could hardly account for our painful experience during the night.
At another house we were entertained by friends
whom we highly esteemed; but, in their anxiety to
treat us with marked respect, we were, as usual,
assigned to the " spare room," and the damp
"spare" bed. The windows were draped with
heavy curtains, and the blinds were tightly closed.
The room was elegantly furnished, but as soon as
we entered it we were greeted with a moldy smell,
and a cold, poisonous atmosphere that seemed to
chill the blood in our veins.
Upon examining the bed, we found it so damp
that we dared not occupy it in that condition.
Although it was late, we stated the case to our hospitable friends, and they immediately proceeded to
correct the evil as far as possible. A rousing fire
was built in the room adjoining ours, and the clothing was removed from the bed and hung before the
fire to dry, and in that position drops of water
actually formed upon the sheets. But when at a
late hour we retired to rest, it was to occupy a dry
bed in that "spare room."
So much is sacrificed every year through the
influence fo these damp rooms and beds that we
cannot keep silent. We hope to arouse the people to see the necessity of having conveniences for
fires in their sleeping-rooms. During the damp
seasons of the year the room should be kept free
from dampness and mold, and the bedding dry.
A little expense in this direction will save large
doctor bills, and a vast amount of suffering.
We appeal to every reader of the HEALTH
JOURNAL to open every room in the house to the
purifying rays of the sun, and the sweet, pure air.
Open your shutters, and remove your heavy curtains; they are unnecessary. Invite the sun and
air as daily guests into your rooms, and you will be
repaid in improved health and more cheerful
spirits, and your guests will receive your courtesies
unattended by the ghostly dread of that damp
"spare" bed.
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GRAHAM FLOUR.

WE are liable to get miserably cheated nowadays when we attempt to buy graham flour. The
real article is made of the whole wheat, the white
and the dark part together, and is perhaps the
most nourishing and wholesome ingredient of
modern cooking; but the stuff ordinarily sold
under that name is literally and experimentally
poor trash, compounded frequently by mixing a
great deal of bran and middlings with a little of
the genuine article, in such a way as to greatly
increase the useless and coarse husk matter, and
diminish the part rich in life-giving qualities. People in the country can usually get their own clear
wheat ground for them ; and city people who cannot obtain the pure, whole-wheat flour in the markets, will often find a friend in the country to ship
it to them.—Household.
EVERYBODY knows that people could not live if
they did not eat. They readily see that if they do
not eat enough, they will lose strength, and will
gradually waste away. Then why can they not
just as readily see that if they eat too much, they
will in the same proportion wear themselves out ?
This is indicated by the common phrase, " living
fast," yet few realize the force of that expression.
It means wearing the engine out by constant high
pressure; putting several wicks in the candle, and
burning it out by them all, instead of by only one.
Much sympathy is expressed for people who die
from lack of sufficient food; they deserve it, but it
is safe to say that where one has died from starvation, ten have died from eating too much. And
this suggests a thought : If people did not gormandize, no one would need to be underfed, and
there would be in the world many more people in
a condition to help do the world's work. '

DURING the last two months many improvements
have been made at the Rural Health Retreat;
among these we notice the heating arrangements.
The patient's rooms in the main building, and the
bath-rooms, are now heated by steam. This affords
a more even temperature than stove heat. A
number of new rooms for patients have been fitted
up, which adds much to our accommodations. The
directors have arranged a new schedule of prices,
NATURE is very much like a shiftless child, who
giving
much more favorable terms for those who
the more he is helped the more he looks for it.
The more medicine a man takes the more he will may wish to enjoy for a time the climate and diet
have to take, either anodyne, tonic, or alterative.
at the Retreat, but do not require treatment.
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CHEERFULNESS.
'Tis easy to carry the hardest load,
When two who share it in mind are one.
'Tis pleasant to clamber the roughest road
With a friend who is cheery from sun to sun.

—Sel.
SUNSHINY HUSBANDS.
WE read so much about the obligation laid upon
the wife to be a perpetual sunbeam in the house,
that a word to husbands on the same topic may
not be amiss.
A cheerful atmosphere is important to happy
home life. It is very hard for children to be good
when they are exposed to an incessant hail-storm
of fault-finding from their parents. It is very difficult for a wife to maintain a calm and charmingly
sweet demeanor when her husband is critical,
cynical, or sullen, and takes all her tepder efforts
with indifferent appreciation.
I know full well the air of polite amazement, or
amiable incredulity, with which men receive the
statement of a woman's opinion that, in the home
partnership, wife and not husband pulls the laboring oar. Still it is true that, let a man's business
be ever so engrossing, ever so wearisome, ever so
Ipborious, the mere fact that he goes to it in the
lino/ming and returns from it at night, sets him
above his wife in ease and comfort. For him, the
slavery of routine has its intervals and its breaks.
He gets a breath of the world outside; he has
change of scene daily; he sees people and hears
them talk, and his home is distinctly his refuge
and shelter.
Let a wife and mother love her home and her
children with the most absolute, unswerving devotion, and serve them with the most unselfish fidelity, there are, nevertheless, times when she is very
weary. She knows, better than anyone else, the
steps and the stitches, the same things done over
and over, and the pettiness of the trifles that come
to nursery and kitchen. They are so insignificant
that she is ashamed to talk about them; and I fear
she sometimes forgets to tell her Saviour how hard
they press her, and so, bearing her cross all alone,
its weight becomes crushing.
A sunshiny husband makes a merry, beautiful
home, worth having, worth working in and for. If

the man is breezy, cheery, considerate, and sympathetic, his wife sings in her heart over her puddings
and her mending basket; counts the hours till he
returns at night, and renews her youth in the
security she feels of his approbation and admiration.
You may think it weak or childish, if you please,
but it is the admired wife, the wife who hears
words of praise and receives smiles of commendadation, who is capable, discreet, and executive. I
have seen a timid, meek, self-distrusting little body
fairly bloom into strong, self-reliant womanhood,
under the tonic and the cordial of companionship
with a husband who really went out of his way to
find occasions for showing her how fully he trusted
her judgment, and bow tenderly he deferred to her
opinion.
In home life there should be no jar, no striving
for place, no insisting on prerogatives, or division
of interests. The husband and the wife are each
the complement of the other. And it is just as
much his duty to be cheerful, as it is hers to be
patient; his right to bring joy into the door, as it
is hers to sweep and garnish the pleasant interior.
k family where the daily walk of the father makes
life a festival is filled with something like a heavenly benediction.—Congregationalist.
AMUSING THE LITTLE ONES.

I OFTEN see mothers having a great deal of
trouble trying to amuse the little ones that are too
young to attend school. My little Grace, five years
of age, finds hours of quiet and pleasure sitting on
the floor with a box of paints—cost ten cents—
and some pieces of paper, or an old blank book,
or an old geography, in which she will paint all the
pictures. I often seat her on the lounge and give
her a needle and thread and my button box, fastening a button on the end of the thread; she takes
great delight in this amusement.—A Mother.
I FIND the best way to secure myself from distraction when I am busy, is to first set the little one
a task, for she is ever at my side. If 'tis baking,
then she is put to work with her piece of dough,
spoon, and clothes-pin for a rolling-pin. In washing dishes, she wipes the spoons. What if I do
have then to rewipe them ? It pays. In making
beds, she runs around on the opposite side and pats
and pulls away, " I will he'p oo, mamma," and,
" Don't I he'p 'ots ? "
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HEALTHFULNESS OF APPLES.
In all other kinds of work, sweeping, dusting,
and sewing, it is all the same. It helps me to keep
SPEAKING of apples, Professor Faraday says:
her busy and pleasant, and by and by she will have
learned these things without knowing how, and will " There is scarcely an article of vegetable food
be very useful. So you see it pays both first and more widely useful and more universally liked than
the apple. Why every farmer has not an apple
last.—May Alden, in Housekeeper.
orchard, where the trees will grow at all, is one of
USEFUL GIRLS.
the mysteries. Let every family, in autumn, lay in
from two to ten or more barrels, and it will be to
IT seems strange that in this age of the world, them the most economical investment in the whole
anybody should think of bringing up girls without
range of culinary supplies. A raw, mellow apple
having them acquire some means of self-support.
is digested in an hour and a half, whilst boiled
And yet we often see a whole family of girls who
cabbage requires five hours. The most healthful
read a little and play a little and do a little family
dessert that can be placed on the table is baked
work and other things about half way, blissfully
apple. If taken freely at breakfast, with coarse
unconscious of any ability to earn a cent, even if
bread, without meat or flesh of any kind, it has an
they were starving. They are expected to get maradmirable effect on the general system, often reried, but are not even taught housekeeping and
moving constipation, correcting acidities, and coolsewing. Oh, what recklessness for their future
ing off febrile conditions more effectually than the
happiness and prosperity ! No girl's education is
most approved medicines. If families could be
" finished" till she has a thorough knowledge of
induced to substitute the apple—sound, ripe, and
some trade or business which will enable her to
luscious—for the pies, cakes, candies, and other
support herself. And she can't even be a lady in
sweetmeats, with which children are too often
the best sense without that ability.—Sel.
stuffed, there would be a diminution of doctor's
bills, sufficient in a single year to lay up a stock of
NERVOUS WOMEN.
this delicious fruit for a season's use."—Medical
HEREAFTER I am going to keep a note-book or
Summary.
slate hung up in the kitchen, and if I think of any_
thing I want to remember, I will just write it down.
AQUA MORTIS.
I have read somewhere that the reason women as a
WHEN alcohol was first introduced into the
class are so nervous is that they have so many
world
in its concentrated form, about the year
things to remember that it keeps them on a perit
was called aqua vitae, the water of life,
000,
petual strain. They cannot cast the burdens of
life from their shoulders for a second; if they do, the great catholicon for human maladies; but it
something is forgotten, and consequently something soon became the aqua mortis, the water of death,
spoiled, wasted, or lost.—A. E. Warner, in House- the source of mortal woes incalculable, hence the
curious lines:—
hold.
" Is aqua alcohol ?
Yes, aquafortis;
THREE NECESSARY THINGS.—Let it not be forAqua
vitae once,
gotten that three of God's most beneficent gifts to
Now aqua mortis."
man—three things the most necessary to health—
—Hall.
sunlight, fresh air, and water are free to all; you
can have them in abundance, without money and
SEVEN men in -every thousand see things far
without price, if you will. If you would enjoy
good health, then see to it that you are supplied ahead of them.
Seventy-five men in every thousand see things
with pure air to breathe all the time; that you ocjust
around them.
casionally bathe for an hour or so in the sunlight,
Two
hundred seventy-five men in every thouand that you quench your thirst with no other
sand
see
things behind them when too late.
fluid than water.
Six hundred forty-three men in every thousand
A HEARTY meal, taken while excessively fatigued, never see at all. They have eyes to see, but see
not; ears to hear, but hear not. —Sel.
has often destroyed life.
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HOUSEHOLD HINTS.

HEALTH GOODS.

CASTOR oil softens boots and shoes which have

T THE RURAL HEALTH RETREAT
been hardened by water.
there are kept constantly on hand the following valuCAMPHOR gum placed in drawers and boxes-will able articles, which may be obtained, post-paid, at the
prevent the ravages of mice.
prices affixel:—
POWDERED orris root is a cheap and good tooth HYGIENIC CORSET .. .. .. .. .
. .. $2 00
tS
"
Peerless- Corded .. .. .. .. 2 50
powder; it also purifies the breath.
. .. .. ..
EMANCIPATION WAIST . ,
I 75
To restore the hair, apply equal parts of FORM (Bosom).. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 50
..
2
50
..
..
DR.
GRAY'S
ABDOMINAL
SUPPORTER
glycerine and bay rum mixed well together.
Si
Si
WITH HOSE

A

IF your eyes are inclined to be weak and inflamed,
bathe often with salt water, especially at night.
FURNITURE may be brightened and cleaned from
soiled spots by rubbing with a cloth dipped in
sweet oil.
To keep oil-cloths looking new, wipe off the
dust with a dry cloth, then rub with a cloth dampened with kerosene.
FOR croup, give a teaspoonful of molasses or
brown sugar in which a half teaspoon pulverized
alum has been mixed.

To clean men's clothing, mix two parts alcohol
and one part ammonia; rub vigorously with sponge
or woolen cloth. Good to clean all kinds of wool
goods or carpets.
FOR chapped hands: one ounce of glycerine,
one ounce of rose water, ten drops carbolic-acid.
This prevents and cures chapping of the skin, and
at the same time bleaches it.

DR. GRAY'S
SUPPORTER (extra large) .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 00
5C
SC1100L-GIRL SHOULDER BRACES .. .. .. .
SKIRT SUPPORTERS.. .. .. .. .. ..
64
5o
Silk Stripe .. .. .. .. ..
6o
SHOULDER BRACE SKIRT SUPPORTER (Ladies')..
id
SS
Si
(Misses') .. 5o
id
Sg
I CO
" AND HOSE SUPPORTER
75
SKIRT AND HOSE SUPPORTER . .. .. .. ..
No. 90 HOSE SUPPORTER, Daisy Clasp (Ladies') .. 30
(Misses') ..
25
"
"
No. 8o "
"
i
(Children's) 20
" "
No. 7o "
"
di
Ic
ii
''
''
..
No. 6o "
de
SHOULDER BRACE ButNo. 17 "
so
ton (Ladies') .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
(Misses') . :
3
40
5
No. 18 HosE SUPPORTER, Daisy (C
ch
laisidprens,).
ii
No. 19 "
id
No. 7 "
Shouldei, Button (Ladies') 6o
.e
" (Misses')
5o
No. 8 "
.,
st
" (Child'n's) 4o
No. 9 "
it
di
di
if
No. to "
35
CORSET HOSE SUPPORTERS (especially for Hygienic
Corset) .
35
50
HYGIENIC SAFETY SUPPORTER (monthly bandage)..
25
SKIRT-SUPPORTING HOOKS, double set of four ..
..
20
SWIVEL, set of four ..
.
IO
CORSET LACES (Elastic) ..
CLASPS FOR SUPPORTERS ..
5
40
COMBINATION SUIT PATTERNS

AMERICAN COOKING OIL.

Ladies wko use these Health Goods will realize many
times their money's worth in increased health
and freedom of action.

A NUMBER of parties who have purchased from
us and used this oil, report themselves as well satisfied. Should anyone object to the taste of the oil,
it is well to bear in mind that a few slices of Irish
potatoes cooked in the oil until thoroughly browned,
will clarify it. The potatoes themselves will be
fine eating, as they do not absorb the oil. We
still offer the oil in five-gallon tin cans, at the rate
of $1.00 per gallon; when ten gallons are ordered
at once, ninety-five cents per gallon. In each instance this includes the delivery of the goods,
securely boxed, on the train at St. Helena, All
orders accompanied with the cash will receive
prompt attention.
Address,
RURAL HEALTH RETREAT,

In addition to the Health Goods, the Retreat can furnish
the following, which should be in every household :—
No. I. $2 00
FOUNTAIN SYRINGE, Glass Tubes .. .- No. 2.. 2 25
No. 3.. 2 75
No. I . 2 25
No. 2.. 2 5o
FOUNTAIN- SYRINGE,- Metal Tubes.. ..
No. 3.. 300
-(No. 1.. 2 50
FOUNTAIN SYRINGE, Hard Rubber Tubes No. 2.. 3 00
No. 3.. 3 25
SYPHON SYRINGE, Glass Tubes .. .. .. .. .. 3 50
RUBBER WATER BOTTLES, I quart.. .. .. .. 2 25
,,
is
"
2 quarts .. .. .. .. 2 50
'4
66
Si
3 quarts .. .. .. 2 75
IS
4 quarts .. .. .. .. 3 oo
SANITARY DETECTIVE, for detecting adulterations
in food, arsenic in wall paper, etc., price reduced to I oo

St. Helena, Cal.
THE cut on page 156 is from the " Home Hand

Also a Full Line of Health Publications.
Address, RURAL HEALTH RETREAT,
ST. HELENA, CAL.

Book of Hygiene and Rational Medicine," by J.
H. Kellogg, M. D. The Doctor grants us the use
AN encouraging word, or a cheerful look, often
of any of the 500 illustrations in the book. Many
does
the patient more good than pill, powder, or
thanks. See a notice of this valuable hook on
page 181.
potion.—Hall.
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DRS. GRAY & FOSTER'S
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LeA.621.011)1

3upperfer.

PATENTED DECEMBER 78,1877.

Shoulder Brace lose Supporter.

man)
F 0 Ryears

r.

No. 7, Ladies', 60 cents.
No. 8, Misses', 50 cents.
No. 9, Children's, 40 cents.
No. 10, for Children, age 3
to 5 years, 35 cents.

want has been
strongly felt by
all our leading
Physicians and
Surgeons f o r
an Abdominal
Supporter that
would more fully meet the requirements of common use.
To this end, Drs. Gray and Foster, having had an extensive
experience in the treatment of Chronic Diseases of Females,
and knowing just what was wanted, devised this Supporter,
the merit's and worth of which have been at once recognized
and appreciated by every Physician who has seen and examined it.

Sent, post-paid, from Rural
Health Retreat on receipt of
price.

Relief to the Back.

Skirt Supporting Hooks,

ADIES who are suffering from
pains in the back, hips, loins
and sides, accompanied with constipation, nausea, headache and neuralgic
pains in the limbs,—troubles which are
often caused by the weight and downward pressure of the bowels, may be
greatly relieved or permanently cured
by the use of this Supporter ; and for
ladies just before and after confinement
it is especially adapted.

Open

Aid in Wslicing.

25 cents a set of four.

L

Supporters can be worn with ease at all times,
THESE
and are the greatest aid ever yet devised to give comfort and support in walking up and down-stairs, riding over
rough roads, or any active exercise whatever.
Support to the Bowels.

are so adjustably constructed that they can be
THEY
made to fit the form perfectly, and hold up the bowels
in a comfortable position without undue pressure. Provision
is also made for attaching a hose supporter, as shown in the
right-hand figure above. For slender forms, this will aid
greatly in keeping the Abdominal Supporter in place.
Made in two widths of front, at following prices :

Regular Width, $2,50; with Hose Supporter, $3.00.
Extra
" 3.00 ; " "
"
3.50.
Orders from any part of the United Slates will be sent by
mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.
Address,

R

The Ladies' Hygienic Safety Supporter.
For firnily and sec rarely holding in place the periodical bandage.

This useful and much desired
article, unlike all others in the
market, supports the bandage
from the shoulders, thereby
avoiding all pressur3 upon the
hips and abdomen, and avoids
the injurious effect caused by
wearing belts.
It has received the highest
recommendations from the medical faculty, is approved and
worn by the Ladies' Dress Reform Committee, and commended by every lady at sight.
Mailed on receipt of 50 cents.

ural 12
1.V2Lifb

Refreeti,

ST. HELENA, NAPA CO., CAL.

For any of the above articles, address

RURAL HEALTH RETREAT,
ST. HELENA, NAPA CO., CAL.
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Deputment.
OUR GENERAL AGENTS.
Alabama and Mississippi-Eld. C. W. Old., 520 Sixteenth
Street North, Birmingham, Ala.
Australia-Echo 1 ublishing House, North Fitzroy, Victoria.
Canada Tract Society-R. S. Owen, South Stukely, P. Q.
Colorado Tract Society-C P. ilaskell, Sec., 167 Clement St.,
Denver, Col.
Dakota Tract Society-A. H. Beaumont, Sec., Vilas, Miner
Co. Dakota.
Del
' ware and Maryland-D. C. Babcock, Frederica, Del.
District of olumb.a-International Tract Society, 1831 Vermont Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C.
England-The Present Truth, 72 Heneage St., Grimsby, Eng.
Florida Tract Society-502 West Monroe St., Jacksonville, Fla.
Georgia-G. W. Anglebarg( r, 628 Marietta St., Miami a, Ga.
Hawaiian Islands-International Tract Society, Honolulu, H. I.
Illinois Tract Society-3652 Vincennes Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Indiana Tract Society-32 Cherry St., Indianapolis, Ind.
Iowa Tract Society-603 East Twelfth St., Des Moines, Iowa.
Kansas Tract Society-Box 160, Ottawa, Franklin Co., Kansas.
Kentucky Tract Society-Elsie Scott, Cecilian, t ardin Co., Ky.
Louisiana Tract Society-321 Second St., New Orleans, La.
Maine-Mrs. A. J. Goodrich, South Lancaster, Mass.
Michigan Tra: t Society-Hattie House, Sec., Review and Herald
Office, Battle Cree , Mich.
Minnesota Tract Societ y-336 Lake Street E., Minneapolis, Minn.
Missouri Tract Society-2339 Chestnut St., St. Louis, Mo.
Nebraska Tract Society-1505 E St., Lincoln, Neb.
New England-N. E. Tract Society, South Lancaster, Mass.
New Jersey and Long Island-Mrs. E. T. Palmer, South
Lancaster, Mass.
New Mexico-Walter Harper, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
New York Tract Society-J. V. Willson, Sec., Box 113, Rome,
New York.
New Zealand-International Tract 'Society, Turner St., off
Upper Queen St., Auckland, N. Z.
• North Pacifi -N. P. Tract Society, Box 18, East Portland, Cr.
Norway-Sundhedsbladet, Christiania, Norway.
Nova Scotia-Elder I. E. Kimball, No 50 Maitland St., Halifax, N. S.
Ohio Tract Society-L. T. Dysert, Sec., 178 Warren St., Toledo,
Ohio.
Pennsylvania Tract Society-5 Madison St., Wellsville, N. Y.
Switzerland-Les Signer des Temps, 48 Weiherweg, Basel, Switz.
Tennessee Tract Society-J. H. Dortch, Sec., Springville,
Henry Co., Tenn. /

OXFORD TEACHERS' BIBLES.
PRICES AND STYLES OF BINDING.
Pearl 16mo. (Size 4x5,14x13/4 inches.)
(Page for Page with the Minion 8vo.)
-$1.25
French Morocco, boards
1.40
French Morocco, circuit
..... 1.35
French Morocco, limp round corners.... ..
Persian Seal, limp, solid covers, round corners
2.15
Persian Seal, Divinity circuit, silk sewed
2.50
As No. 513, with round corners.
2.60
, boards
Turkey
511%. Turkey Morocco, limp,. round corners...
....... 2.35
2.70
612. Turkey Morocco, circuit
615. Levant, Divinity circuit, kid lined ............ ....... 4.00
515%. As No. 515, with round corners
4.15
Postage, 10 cents extra.
NOS.
500.
501.
502.
509.
513.
514.

Pearl 16mo. India paper edition. (Size 4x5%x1 inches.)
Kg- The smallest Teachers' Bible in the World.
NOS.
514x. Persian Seal, Divinity circuit, silk sewed, round,
.
corners ... ......... . . . ..... .
.....$3.25
515%x. Levant, Divinity circuit, kid lined, silk sewed, round
corners .
5.50
Postage, 8 cents extra.
Ruby 16mo. (Size 4%.x6,%x1% inches.)
(An entirely new edition. Page for page with the Minion 8F0.)
NOS.
550. French Morocco, boards
$1.90
551. French Morocco, circuit
2.30
552. French Morocco, limp, round corners
2.20
559. Persian Seal, solid covers, round corners.......
3.00
563. Persian Seal, Divinity circuit, silk sewed
3.15
564. As No. 563, with round corners
3.30
560. Turkey Morocco, boards
2.70
561%. Turkey Morocco, limp, round corners
2.85

3.75
562. Turkey Morocco, circuit
4.65
565. Levant, Divinity circuit, kid lined, silk sewed
4.80
555%. As No. 565, with round corners.
4.80
566. As No. 565%, Brown Levant.
571. Best Levant, Divinity circuit, kid lined, silk sewed,
7.00
red under gold edges, round corners..
Postage, 12 cents extra.
Ruby 16mo. India paper edition. (Size 4%x6%.xl inches.)
NOS.
564x. Persian Seal, Divinity circuit, silk sewed, round corners
$4.50
561%x. Turkey Morocco, loose limp, round corners, silk
4.50
sewed •
565%x. Levant, Divinity circuit, kid lined, silk sewed, round
corners ..... ......... . ........................ 6.50
6.50
566x. As No. 565%x, Brown Levant
571x. Best Levant,. Divinity circuit, kid lined, silk sewed,
round corners.
7.50
Postage, 9 cents extra.
Nonpareil 8vo. (Size 4%x7x1,34 inches.)
(An entirely new edition. Page for page with the Minion 8vo.)
664. Persian Seal, Divinity circuit, round corners
$4.00
660. Turkey Morocco, boards
4.00
661% Turkey Morocco, limp, round corners ........
4.15.
662. Turkey Morocco, circuit
.... .. .......... 5.00
663. Levant, Divinity circuit, kid lined, silk sewed...
5.35
665%. As No. 665, with round corners
5.50
666. As No. 663%, Brown Levant
5.50
671. Best Levant, Divinity circuit, kid lined, silk sewed,
red under gold edges, round corners
8.00
Postage, 16 cents extra.
Nonpareil 8vo. Thin paper edition. (Size 5x7x1% inches.)
664x. Persian Seal, Divinity circuit, silk sewed, round corners
$5.75
661%X. Turkey Morocco, loose limp, round corners, silk
sewed
5.50
6651
/4x. Levant, Divinity circuit, kid lined, silk sewed, round
corners
7.75.
666x. As No. 665Y2x, Brown Levant
.
..... 7.75
671x. Best Levant, Divinity circuit, kid lined, silk sewed,
round corners
9.50
Postage, 11 cents extra.
Minion 8vo. (Size 5x73/4.xl% inches.)
•
707. Persian Seal, limp, round corners ...... . ...........$ 4.30
709. Persian Seal, limp, .solid covers, round corners...... 5.00
/13. Persian Seal, Dn imty circuit
4.70
714. As No. 713, with round corners
4.85
710. Turkey Morocco, boards
4.50
711%. Turkey Morocco, limp, round corners,
4.65
715. Levant, Divinity circuit, kid lined, silk sewed
5.70
715%. As No. 715, with round corners
5.85
716. As No. 715%, Brown Levant
5.85
..... . ..
721. Best Levant, Divinity circuit, kid lined, silk sewed,
red under gold edges, round corners
9.00
722. Seal Skin, Divinity circuit, kid lined; silk sewed, red_
under gold solid, edges, round corners
11.00
Postage, 18 cents extra.
Minion 8vo. Thin paper edition. (Size 5x7y
4x1 inches.)
NOS.

The S. S. Superintendents' Edition.
•
714x. Persian Seal, Divinity circuit, silk sewed, round corners
$ 7.00
711%x. Turkey Morocco, loose limp, round corners, silk
sewed
6.75
715%X. Levant, Divinity circuit, kid lined, silk sewed,
round corners
9.00
716x. As No. 715%x, Brown Levant
9.00
721x. Best Levant, Divinity circuit, kid lined, silk sewed,_
red under gold edges, round corners. ..
Postage, is cents extra.
Minion small 4to. (Size 7x93/8x1s4 inches.)
NOS.
With Wide Margin for MSS. Notes.
905. Persian Morocco, limp
$ 7.50
911. Turkey Morocco, limp
8.75.
915%. Levant, Divinity circuit, kid lined, silk sewed, round,
corners
12.50
Postage, 32 cents extra.
Brevier 8vo. (Size 53/4x85/8xl% inches.)
810. Turkey Morocco, boards, family register.
.... $ 7.00
811. Turkey Morocco, limp, family register
7.00
814. Persian Seal, Divinity circuit, silk sewed, round corners ...
....... .
. ...... . ...... . 7.75
815%. Levant, Divinity circuit, kid lined, silk sewed, round
corners
10.25
Postage, 23 cents extra.
Air Any books from the foregoing list can be had with benison's Patent Index.
Price, $1.25 extra..
81.•• When ordering Bibles be sure to give the numbers of those
you wish sent.
Address all orders to PACIFIC PRE S, Oakland, Cal.

Active Agents Wanted
—IN—

MONTANA, IDAHO, UTAH, COLORADO, ARIZONA, NEW MEXICO,
WASHINGTON, OREGON, NEVADA, CALIFORNIA, AND
THE ISLANDS OF THE PACIFIC,
FOR

Fast Selling Subscriplio
. n Rooks,
—SUCH AS—

THE GREAT CONTROVERSY,
Between Christ and Satan During the Christian Dispensation,

•

Illustrated by 21 full-page cuts;

Thoughts on Daniel and the Revelation,
An exposition, text by text, of these interesting and important portions of the Holy Scripture;

Man's Nature and Destiny,
The State of the Dead, Reward of the Righteous, and the End of the Wicked;

The Marvel of Nations,
Our Country: Its Past, Present,-and Future;

Plain Facts for Old and Young,
Embracing the Natural History and Hygiene of Reproduction;

Man, the Masterpiece,
Plain Truths plainly told about Boyhood, Youth, and Manhood;

Home Hand Book,
Domestic Hygiene and Rational Medicine, over 1500 pages, many colored plates;

In the Heart of the Sierras,
The Yosemite Valley, the Big Tree Groves, etc., Illustrated;

Breakfast, Dinner, and Supper,
Ethics of Eating, Etiquette, Hygiene, How to Cook, and Hints to Housekeepers;

Parsons' Hand Book,
Business and Social Rules, Commercial Forms, Grammar, Parliamentary Practice;

Sunshine at Home,
A Family Portfolio of Natural History, Biography, and Bible Scenes, one hundred and fifty illustrations;

And Other Fast-Selling Books.
Liberal Commissions Paid. Exclusive 'Territory Given.
Send Stamp for Descriptive Circulars, Terms to Agents, etc. Address

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING HOUSE,
12th and Castro Sts., Oakland, Cal., U. S. A.

NE' SUBSCRIPTION EDITION.

THE, GREAT CONTROVERSY
Between Christ and Satan
DURING THE CHRISTIAN DISPENSATION.
BY MRS. E. G. WHITE,
Author of "The Life of Christ," "Sketches from the Life of Paul," "Bile Sanctification," and Other Popular Works.
HIS volume presznts the most wonderful and intense.y _nteresting history that has ever been
written of the great conflict between Christianity and the Powers of Darkness, as illustrated in
the lives of Christian martyrs and reformers on the one hand, and wicked men and persecuting
powers on the other. Beginning with our Lord's great prophecy given while viewing Jerusalem from
the Mount of Olives, in which he outlines the history of the whole dispensation, it sketches the fulfillment. It pictures the siege and overthrow of Jerusalem, and the destruction of the Temple. It calls
our attention to the bitter persecutions of the Christians in the first centuries, and notes the rise and
growth of the Papacy. It gives a clear conception of the character and influence of the Waldenses,
who, through centuries of persecution, maintained the purity of their faith, and by their missionary
efforts prepared the nations of Europe for the Reformation.
Brief and life-like sketches are given of the works, the successes, and the persecutions of Wycliffe,
Luther,, Tyndale, Huss, Jerome, Knox, and other reformers and martyrs. Considerable space is given
to the life, work, and influence of later reformers and great religious leaders, such as George Whitefield,
the Wesleys, and William Miller, and this is followed by chapters treating upon The Origin of Evil, The
Agency of Evil Spirits, The Snares of Satan-, Spiritualism, Character and Aims of the Papacy, The (oming Conflict, The Scriptures a Safeguard, Desolation of the Earth, and The Judgment.
The closing chapters give a vivid picture of the warfare of the church, her final redemption, and
vividly describe the triumph of the people of God, the destruction of Satan and ad his followers, and the
renewing of the earth, which ends the awful controversy between the Son of God and the Powers of
Darkness. Earnest Christians of all classes and creeds will find in it encouragement and instruction in
the delineation of the struggle maintained by men raised up of God in each successive age to preserve
the pure and true religion, and they will see that the world has been led to accept one after another of
Satan's devices, until her teachers are corrupted with false doctrines and with infidelity.
'The period of history covered by this volume, is one of the deepest interest to all classes of readers.
The style of the author is clear, forcible, and often sublime, and, although simple enough in its statements to be understood and appreciated by a child, its eloquence calls forth the admiration of all.
Seventh Edition! Contains over 500 pages; 21 full page Illustrations and Steel Portrait of the Author; printed and bound in the very best style.

SOLD ONLY BY SUBSCRIPTION:

Fine English Cloth, red edges,
Library Style, marbled edges,
Half Morocco, gilt edges,
Full Morocco, gilt edges,
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3 50
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ACTIVE AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN AND COUNTY IN THZ UNITED STATES.
For Terms and Territory, Address,

PACIFIC PRESS,
12th and Castro Streets. Oakland. Cal.
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Domestic Hygiene and Rational Medicine.
237, 7. _ KELLOGG, 1\./1- ,
Member of the American and British Associations for the Advancement of Science, The Societe' D'Hygiene of France, The American
Public Health Association, The American Social Science Association, The American Society of Microscopists,
The Michigan State Medical Association, State Board of Health of Michigan, Etc

Contains 1.568 Pages.

Is Illustrated with 500 Engravings, Including Twenty-Two Full Page Plates.

The " Home Hand-Book" tells in plain, every-day language, how to preserve health, and if lost, how to
regain it. It is, by far, the most important medical work for domestic use that has yet appeared,
and is rapidly making its way into the homes of the Pacific Coast It is written in
the light of the most recent scientific investigation by a physician
of large experience and acknowledged ability, and contains the most approved methods for the treatment of more than 600 DISEASES.
THE MOST COMPLETE AND COMPREHENSIVE W ORK OF THE KIND EVER ISSUED FROM THE PRESS.

T=STIMONLA.T.—IS.
From yOHN B. GOUGH the eminent Temperance Lecturer.
It is a wonderful book; the wealth of information is almost bewildering
and the research that has enabled the author to produce and collect such
a mass of material, so fully adapted to the individual, the family, and soci•
ety, is simply amazing. I have never seen any work so comprehensive, of
such varied information, and better, or rather more systematic, in its
arrangements.

T

al

From Prof. T. C. ABBOTT, A. M., D. D., President of the Michigan
State Agricultural Society.
The book has been in constant service since it came, and I feel sure
we shall find it a Hand-Book df great value for daily use. It will take
Its place beside the English Dictionary.

From Mrs. ANNA M. L. POTTS, M D., the well-known Lecturer

From Rev. W. E. /JAMS, of Green Street Church, San Francisco.
I have carefully examined Dr. Kellogg's "Home Hand Book," and

Kellogg's "Home Hand-Book" is one of the most elaborate and practical f unity guides before the public. Its close perusal and application must
be followed by good results.

can conscientiously recommend it as one of the most interesting and instructive medical works I have yet seen. It teaches us not only how to
heal, but also how to prevent diseases. I regard the moral tone of the
book as high and decided, and am sure it will be helpful in the work of
elevating society. As a book for use in the family, particularly where
there are young children, it will serve an excellent purpose.

Being personally acquainted with Dr. J. H. Kellogg and his works. I
have no hesitancy in saying this work is worth its weight in coin to any
one who will study its teachings and practice its precepts.

From B.COGSHA LL, M. D., Pres. Flint Academy of Medicine. Mich.

"s..WTHIS BOOK IS SOLD ONLY BY SUBSCRIPTION.

For sample copies, territory and terms, address

Fast

PACIFIC PRESS, Oakland, Cal.

Bubsepiptien2 Books Item fis Rress

HOME HAND BOOK OF HYGIENE,

Fouse

Twelfth and Castro Sts., Oakland, Cal.

"Man, the Masterpiece, or Boyhood, Youth a. 1 Manhood,"
"Plain Facts for Old and Young," embracing Natural History
and Hygiene of Organic Life; "Sunshine at Home;" "Our
Country, the Marvel of Nations ;" "Parson's Handbook of Forms;" "Breakfast, Dinner, and ..upper;" Thoughts on Daniel and the Revelation;
Man's Nature and Destiny;

"IN THE HEART OF THE SIERRAS,"
The Yo'semite Valley, the Big Tree Groves, etc., illustrated
"THE GREAT CONTROVERSY BETWEEN CHRIST AND SATAN," illustrated; THE NEW STEEL ENGRAVING, "CHRIST, THE
WAY OF LIFE."

And Many Other Standard and Popular Works.
Sell Rapidly. Give Universal Satisfaction. Write for Terms and
Territory.

AGENTS WANTED.
Address
SUBSCRIPTION BOOK DEPARTMENT.

PACIFIC PRESS,
OAKLAND, CAL.

PUBLISHERS OF

'The American Sentinel," 8pp. Monthly, 60c. per year; "The Signs
of the Times," I8pp. Weekly $2 per year ; " Pacific Health
Journal,' 82pp. Bi-Monthly, 60e. per Year.
ifarDescriptive Circulars, Catalogues and Terms to Agents, sent on
Application.
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500 PAGES OF LETTER PRESS
*
WITH 150 ILLUSTRATIONS.
SOME FORTY-FIVE OF WHICH ARE FULL PAGE SIZE,

Twenty-four being produced directly from the Negative by
the New and Beautiful Process of Photo-Lithography.
ALL. WHO HAVE SEEN THE VOLUME PRONOUNCE IT

The

11

ost i1cgant

Idensely Interestlag

Work Ever Published on this Coast.
-.).--;;,* IT IS iler •-‹+

BY J. IVI. HUTCHINGS,
The Old Pioneer and Long Resident of Yo Semite, who not only took the First Sketches of it ever
taken, but fortunately was the First to make its Marvelous Grandeur generally known
to the World; and after making it a loving study for over THIRTY
YEARS, TWENTY from actual residence within
it, has presented in this work

Oontplete

eriptive minor

Lori a1

at alley,

AND ITS MARVELOUS SURROUNDINGS.

Conteqtg of the Volume.

••••
.....,),....;_7.4...
t
OW, When, by Whom and Under what Circumstances it was Discovered—The Characteristics of
its Primitive Inhabitants—The Name "Yo Semite," its Derivation and Signification—The Indians, with their Manners, Customs, Systems of Belief, Legends, Names and Native Foods—The
First Visitors to Yo Semite, and the Annual Number Since—Pioneer Settlers, their Cabin Homes, and
Early Experiences—Voiced Impressions of Eminent Personages Concerning it—Congressional and
State Enactments in its Favor—Its Remarkable Scenic Grandeur—Peculiar Geologic Features—Theories Concerning its Formation—Altitude of all its Encompassing Cliffs and Waterfalls—Pictures of its
Scenery both in Winter and Summer—Map of Valley and Surroundings—The Action of its Ancient
and Living Glaciers, and their old Moraines,—and the Sublime Features of the High Sierra, beyond
Yo Semite, with Full Description of Each and Every Route to the Valley, and, Scenes by
the Way; Tables of Distances and Altitudes of Nearly Every Point Passed; Official Map of the Valley, and Routes thereto, etc. It will be
....i.-

R

A VALUABLE ADDITION TO THE LIBRARY,
AN ORNAMENT TO THE TABLE, OR
AN ACCEPTABLE PRESENT TO A FRIEND.
It can be had in six different styles of Binding, viz.: Full Cloth, Embossed in Jet and Gold; same with Gilt Edges;
Full Sheep, Library Style, with Marble Edges; Half Morocco, Gilt Edges; Half Calf, Gilt Edges; Full Turkey Morocco,
Gilt Edges.
The Designs for the Embossed Covers, English Cloth, in Black and Gold, are by Mr. THOMAS HILL, the well-known California Artist, who has kindly furnished other Sketches for this Work.
SOLD ONLY BY SUBSCRIPTION.

, PACIFIC PRESS, Publishers, Oakland, Cal,

For Terms and Territory, address
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PLAIN TRUTHS PLAINLY TOLD, ABOUT BOYHOOD. YOUTH AND MANHOOD.
By J. H. KELLOGG, M. D.

620 OCTAVO PAGES! A PAPER MANAKIN! 30 FULL-PAGE ENGRAVINGS!
17 Copies sold In 4 hrs.
9 in 1 day, and
71 In I week,

by one

\

egt.

19ct

This new work is designed to make man better, physically, mentally and morally, and may
be very briefly described as follows, to wit: A Brief Description of the Human Body
and its Functions; The Mystery of a New Life, Boyhood to Manhood—dangers which
threaten the physical, mental and moral welfare; Physical Culture; Ethics; Social
\ Ethics; Getting a Wife—if suggestions in this chapter were universally regarded, the
divorce courts would close for leant of business. An Evil Heritage ;How to Make Life
a Success ; Stomachs—points out the methods by which the great army of Dyspeptics are
recruited; Invaluable Prescriptions for Disorders of the Stomach ; Billiousness—
a sum cure: Hygiene of the Lungs — principles and methods of successful ',matotion;
Habit;
to Bathe ; Sexual Sins and their Consequences ; Diseases of the Sexual Organs—description and treatment; General Hints about Health care of
Skin, Eye& Eare, Rules for Dyspeptics, etc.; Treatment and PrescripM
Its::, for Common Ailments—ae Chronic Inflammation of the Throat,
Nasal Catarrh, Hay Fever, Granular Sore Eyelids, Bolls, Corns,
Freckles, Dandruff, Tapeworms, Piles, Baldness, Sleeplessness,
Heartburn, Acute Sore Throat, Erysipelas, Sunstroke, Ingrowing Toe Nails, Burns, Sprains, Nervous Headache, Sexual Nervous
Debility, etc. •

•

s ure
to beC ome
one of
the most

popular of

rapidly sellIng subscription hooks becauge of INTRINSIC MERIT
AND PRACTICAL
VALUE.

GOOD RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.

For terms and territory address

PACIFIC PRESS, Oakland, Cal.
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PLAIN FACTS FOB

Embracing Natural History and Hygiene of Organic Life.
1M=2.C...00-0-,

37)..,

Member of the British and Americans Associations for the Advancement of Science, Editor of "Good Health,"
anti .1 atitor of Various If 'arks on Health.

New Edition Revised and Enlarged, containing over 600 Octavo Pages.
No work ever issued from the American Press has met with such a cordial reception by the people. It is indorsed by the highest authority as
a standard work. It is a necessity, not a luxury. Indispensable to those who would preserve the health and morals of their own children.

RIEF SYNOPSIS OF CO VIENTS.—SEX IN LIVING FORMS—REPRODUCTION—SEXUAL HYGIENE—UNCHASTITY—THE
SOCIAL EVIL—SOLITARY VICE— A CHAPTER FOR BOYS—A CHAPTER FOR YOUNG MEN—A CHAPTER FOR OLD MEN—A CHAPTER FOR
GIRLS— A CHAPTER FOR YOUNG WOMEN—A CHAPTER FOR WIVES AND MOTHERS—DISEASES PECULIAR TO WOMEN—ONE HUNDRED CHOICE
HEALTH THOUGHTS.

B

BOT"Flain Facts" is sold only by sub.scriltion. Agents wanted. For samfile copies, territory and terms, address

PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING HOUSE Oakland, Cal.

General Agents for the West.

REVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION.

LADIES' GUIDE IN HEALTH AND DISEASE.
By J. H. KELLOGG, M. D.
One lady sold 205
copies first
month.

No
other
work
combines
so much cf

Member of the American Association for
Advancement of Science, American P 5110
Health A agociation, American Society of Microscopists, Mich. State Med. Association,
Board of Health of Michigan Editor of "hood Health," A uthor of
"Home Ratul-Book of Hygiene and Rational Medicine,"
"Man, the Masterpiece," and various other work&

the

State

672 OCTAVO PAGES! 123 ILLUSTRATIONS!
This new work fills a want long recognized in all parts of the land, and is ad-.
mined by physicians to be the most complete and practical work of its kind. An
eminent lady physician pronounces it "the best book ever written in the interest
of humanity." Another writes, "It is destined to work a great reformation in
the rising generation, and to alleviate the ills of the present." The author, in
a very chaste and delicate manner, graphically describes the great myst. vies of life—the Anatomy and Physiology of Reproduction, and considers
the several phases of woman's life under the respective headings, "The
Little (it'd," "The Young Lady," "The Wife" and "The Mother," —enibracing all subjects of interest pertaining to the health or disease of
the sex: as, ducation; Moral and Physical Culture; Clothing; Diet;
Puberty; Mental Equality of Sexes s Personal Beauty; Mari ingc ;
Dignity of Wifehood; Prevention of Conception; Criminal Abortion; Change of Life; Heredity; Signs, Hygiene and Disord, rs
of Pregnancy; Complications of Labor; Symptoms and TreNt.
went for Diseases of Women; and an Appendix, giving Rational Home Treatment for Diseases of Childhood; Instruction for Baths ; Swedish Movements ; Postural Treatment ;
Electricity ; Massage ; many valuable Dietetic Recipes;
Medicinal Recipes and Prescriptions.

interest and
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value to Daughters, Wives an J
Mothers.
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PACIFIC PRESS,
OAKLASD, CAL.
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RITBAL HEALTH RETREAT, ST. HELENA, CAL.
HIS delightful and popular Summer Resort has been fitted up as a Sanitarium, and offers unrivaled
advantages to all classes of invalids. It is situated on the side of Howell Mountain, 1,2oo feet above
tide level, 50o feet above and overlooking Napa Valley, and two and a half miles from St. Helena, in
Napa County. ITS NATURAL ADVANTAGES are equal to those of any other health resort.
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forms of Baths, Galvanic and Faradic Electricity, Mechanical Appliances, and exercises for the devel)
♦
opment of the Lungs, Vital Organs, and Muscular System, the Expansion and Development of the
Chest, and die Cure of Deformities.

RATIONAL TREATMENT BY WELL-KNOWN REMEDIAL AGENTS IS EMPLOYED.
Our natural advantages of pure soft water, mild air, even temperature, pleasant and desirable surroundings, are supplemented by thorough and judicious treatment and wholesome diet, and most invalids who avail
themselves of these agreeable facilities rapidly recover.
• tients have the care of
The RETREAT is under a thoroughly competent Director, and pa
a regularly-graduated Physician of several years' experience in practice, who is assisted by two lady attendants having a two years'
course in the largest Medical and Surgical Sanitarium in the world, with six years' subsequent practice. All invalids and tourists may feel assured that they will be courteously received and kindly cared for.

• t:erFor further particulars address

RURAL HEALTH RETREAT,
Send for Circular.

ST. HELENA, CAL.
........_.
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